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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
With today's high technology, traditional life tests for highly reliable products 
often result in few or even no failures. This makes it difficult to assess product 
reliability. The rapidly changing technology and short product-life cycle of many 
products make it even more difficult to obtain failure time data from the traditional 
life tests in a timely fashion. In some situations where failure results from a very 
slow aging process, failure time data are often not available in a laboratory testing. 
Examples include semiconductor devices (Howes and Morgan 1981), nondestructive 
evaluation of high reliable devices and systems, such as fatigue crack growth on the 
materials for making airplane components, or devices certification before service in 
critical systems like undersea cables and communication satellites. 
Accelerated life tests operate test units at several stress levels higher than use 
conditions, causing more units to fail and providing failure time data. The results 
can be used to establish a quantitative relationship between product life and the level 
of stress. Then, the product life, or reliability, under use conditions can be estimated 
by extrapolation; see Nelson (1990). The difficulties associated with the accelerated 
life tests, however, include the specification of the quantitative relationship between 
product life and the level of stress. Knowledge of this relationship is not always 
available, especially for new products. Verification of such relationships at lower stress 
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levels is not always possible, and, even under stress, the number of test units failing 
might not provide the needed information on reliability. Focusing on degradation 
processes will help lead to appropriate physically-based models for acceleration. 
For some products, degradation measures taken over time are useful for re­
liability assessment. Degradation data, which represent the physical degradation 
phenomenon, often provide important information about failure mechanisms. Then, 
degradation analysis consists of efficiently extracting from these degradation data the 
relevant information for efficient assessment of product reliability. Because degra­
dation data contains information about one or more physical characteristics of a 
product, degradation analysis deals primarily with the progressive failure, instead of 
catastrophic failure. 
The choice of an appropriate degradation measure for a product is often beyond 
a statistician's knowledge and usually has to be made by the experimenters. The 
reliability of a product is determined by its failure time. It is common practice to 
assume that failure occurs when a fixed known level of degradation is reached. Then, 
the appropriate level of degradation (which might be a level for defining actual failure 
but also a lower level for safety checking) has to rely on the experimenters' input. 
We take a parametric approach in modeling the degradation data to incorporate 
experimenters' knowledge about the product and the cause of failure. We also allow 
the experimenters to specify the model structure and the model parameters selection 
so that they will be meaningful in terms of the physical underlying the degradation 
phenomenon. 
In Part I, by defining component failure in terms of a specified level of degra­
dation, we study the distribution of time of the first crossing for the degradation 
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measures which define a time-to-failure distribution. We develop general statistical 
methods for using degradation measures to estimate a time-to-failure distribution. 
These methods employ Monte Carlo simulation to obtain point estimates and con­
fidence intervals for reliability assessment and these can be used with a much more 
general and practical class of degradation models. 
The primary interest for applying degradation analysis, as an alternate approach 
in assessing reliability, is when few or even no failures are expected in a life test. It 
is thus of interest to know how degradation analysis compares with failure time 
analysis. In Part II, we make such a comparison, in terms of relative efiiciency: 
the ratio of the asymptotic variances of an estimated p quantile of time-to-failure 
distribution, by using a simple, but physically reasonable, degradation model. Even 
for such a simple model, the comparison is impossible to do analytically and we use 
numerical evaluation. We also look at how the number of inspections, the amount of 
measurement error, and the quantile of interest affect the asymptotic variance factor 
of the estimated quantile. 
In Part III, we describe and illustrate the computational and graphical methods 
for such a degradation analysis, and present the computer programs developed in the 
S language (Becker, Chambers, and Wilks 1988). We use fatigue crack growth data 
and a degradation path model which is a special case of the Paris Law model as a 
basic example for illustrating the analysis. 
Literature Review 
The literature for using degradation data to assess reliability is not abundant, 
but there are important references 
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• Gertsbakh and Kordonskiy (1969) discuss the degradation problem from an 
engineering point of view. 
• Nelson (1981) discusses a special situation in which the degradation measure­
ment is destructive (only one measurement could be made on each test unit). 
• Tomsky (1982) uses a multivariate normal regression model to evaluate com­
ponent degradation from repeated measurements on each item. 
• Amster and Hooper (1983) propose a simple degradation model for single-, 
multiple-, and step-stress life tests and estimate the central tendency of the 
failure time distribution. 
• BogdanofF and Kozin (1985) use a probabilistic approach to model degradation 
(crack length) for metal fatigue. 
• Carey and Tortorella (1988) describe a Markov process model for degradation 
data and give methods of estimating parameters and testing goodness of fit. 
• Lu and Pantula (1989) use a repeated-measures model to analyze accelerated 
test degradation data from silicon devices. 
• Nelson (1990, chap. 11) gives an extended review of the accelerated degradation 
models, literature, applications, and analyses. 
Pharmacokinetics is the study of the time course of drug concentrations in bio­
logical systems on a person or an animal. Pharmacokinetic experimental data consist 
of measured tissue concentrations of a drug for an individual unit over time and can 
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be described in terms of a model that depends on dosage and time. Because pharma­
cokinetics deals with measurements over time on individual units, there are important 
similarities between statistical methods that have been developed for pharmacokinet­
ics in biological systems and measured degradation in physical systems. 
• Sheiner and Beal (1980, 1981, 1983) use simulation to compare methods for 
estimating population pharmacokinetic parameters of specific models. 
• Beal and Sheiner (1985) describe the "first order" and "extended least squares 
estimation" methods of estimating pharmacokinetic model parameters. 
• Steimer, Mallet, Golmard, and Boisvieux (1984) discuss the global two-stage, 
the iterated two-stage, and the nonlinear filtering estimation methods. 
• Mallet (1986) introduces an optimizing-design-oriented method for estimating 
the distribution parameters of a random coefficient regression model. 
• Feldman (1988) gives a comparison of several two-stage methods under a linear 
model. 
• Racine-Poon and Smith (1989) describe a Bayesian EM algorithm for estimating 
the pharmacokinetic parameters. 
In order to describe the degradation paths, possible models usually include terms 
that are nonlinear in the parameters that characterize the degradation process. Thus, 
nonlinear regression methods on modeling and analysis are needed. Seber and Wild 
(1989) provide theory and practice of nonlinear regression, including nonlinear models 
with dependent errors and useful classes of growth, compartment, and multiphase 
6 
models. Other important references in nonlinear regression analysis are, for example, 
Gallant (1987), Bates and Watts (1988), and Ross (1990). 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
This dissertation was prepared using the alternate format in which several re­
search papers are compiled into one document. Three such papers are included. 
These three papers are followed by a general summary and references cited in this 
general introduction, including literature review, and general summary are listed af­
ter general summary. The candidate is the primary author of all three papers and 
Professor William Q. Meeker, Jr. is listed as co-author. Professor Meeker was also 
the major professor and chair the doctoral program of study committee. Some of the 
work done in this dissertation was motivated by the research work in the Center for 
Nondestructive Evaluation at Iowa State University. The Center for Nondestructive 
Evaluation has provided financial support to the candidate as a research assistant 
from 1990 to 1992. Professor Meeker was the supervisor of this research. 
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PART I. 
USING DEGRADATION MEASURES TO ESTIMATE A 
TIME-TO-FAILURE DISTRIBUTION 
8 
Using Degradation Measures to Estimate 
a Time-to-Failure Distribution 
C. Joseph Lu and William Q. Meeker, Jr. 
Department of Statistics 
and 
Center for Nondestructive Evaluation 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 
9 
ABSTRACT 
Some life tests result in few or no failures. In such cases, it is difficult to as­
sess reliability with traditional life tests that record only time-to-failure. For some 
components, it is possible to obtain degradation measurements over time and these 
measurements may contain useful information about product reliability. Even with 
little or no censoring there are important practical advantages of analyzing degra­
dation data. Defining failure in terms of a specified level of degradation defines 
a time-to-failure distribution. If the degradation model has one of several simple 
forms, it is possible to obtain a closed form expression for this distribution and stan­
dard statistical methods apply. The purpose of this work is to develop more general 
statistical methods for using degradation measures to estimate a time-to-failure dis­
tribution. We use Monte Carlo simulation to obtain point estimates and confidence 
intervals for reliability assessment and these can be used with a much more general 
and practical class of degradation models. 
Key words: First crossing time. Nonlinear estimation, Random-effect, Reliability, 
Sample paths. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem 
Electronic systems, like computers, have a large number of components. Main­
taining high reliability for the entire system generally requires that the individual 
system components have extremely high reliability, even after long periods of time. 
With short product development times, reliability tests must be conducted with se­
vere time constraints. Frequently no failures occur during such tests. Thus, it is 
difficult to assess reliability with traditional life tests that record only time-to-failure. 
For some components, degradation measures, taken over time, contain information 
about product reliability. Then one can define component failure in terms of a speci­
fied level of degradation and estimate the distribution of the time to failure from the 
degradation measures. 
Previous papers in this area have been restricted to relatively simple degradation 
models. The purpose of this paper is to develop more general statistical models and 
data analysis methods for using degradation measures to estimate a time-to-failure 
distribution. The model used here may involve nonlinear relationships for the degra­
dation sample path over time. Among the unknown parameters, there may be some 
that are fixed and some that are random. Fixed effects describe population (pro­
cess) characteristics and random effects describe an individual unit's characteristics. 
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We present a Monte Carlo based method of inference for this more general class of 
degradation models. 
1.2 Motivational Example 
We use fatigue crack growth data from Hudak, Saxena, Bucci, and Malcolm 
(1978) to motivate our work. We obtained the data in Table 1 visually from Figure 
4.5.2 on page 242 of BogdanofF and Kozin (1985). There are 21 sample paths, one 
for each of 21 test units. We define a critical crack length of 1.6 in. to be a "failure". 
We also assume that testing stopped at 0.12 million cycles. Figure lis a plot of 
the crack length measurements versus time (in million cycles), connected by straight 
lines. From this plot, we notice that about half of the units do not fail by the end 
of the test. Because of the regularity in the paths, it is clear that the sample paths 
contain useful information, beyond the crossing times and running times, to estimate 
the distribution of the time of failure. 
1.3 Literature 
1.3.1 , Degradation Models 
Although the literature is not abundant, there are important references that 
have used degradation data to assess reliability. Gertsbakh and Kordonskiy (1969) 
discuss the degradation problem from an engineering point of view. They point 
out the value of analyzing degradation measures in terms of sample paths to assess 
product reliability. They present the Bernstein distribution which describes the time-
to-failure distribution for a simple linear model with random intercept and random 
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slope. Nelson (1981) discusses a special situation in which the degradation measure­
ment is destructive (only one measurement could be made on each item). Tomsky 
(1982) uses a multivariate normal regression model to evaluate component degra­
dation. Amster and Hooper (1983) propose a simple degradation model for single-, 
multiple-, and step-stress life tests. They show how to use this model to estimate the 
central tendency of the time-to-failure distribution. 
Bogdanoff and Kozin (1985) use a probabilistic approach to model degradatiori 
(crack length) for metal fatigue. They include many interesting graphs of sample 
paths to describe different types of cumulative damage (another term for degrada­
tion). They also give several examples of real data. Carey and Tortorella (1988) 
describe a Markov process model for degradation data and give methods of esti­
mating parameters and testing goodness of fit. Similar results are given in Carey 
(1989). Lu and Pantula (1989) use a repeated-measures model to analyze acceler­
ated test degradation data from silicon devices. Nelson (1990, chap. 11) reviews the 
degradation literature, surveys applications, describes basic ideas on accelerated test 
degradation models, and, using a specific example, shows how to analyze a type of 
degradation data. 
1.3.2 Relationship to Pharmacokinetics 
Pharmacokinetics is the study of the time course of drug concentrations in bio­
logical systems. Pharmacokinetic experimental data consist of measured tissue con­
centrations of a drug for an individual unit over time and can be described in. terms 
of a model that depends on dosage and time. Because pharmacokinetics deals with 
measurements over time on individual units, there are important similarities between 
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statistical methods that have been developed for pharmacokinetics in biological sys­
tems and measured degradation in physical systems. Sheiner and Beal (1980, 1981, 
1983) use simulation to compare methods for estimating population pharmacokinetic 
parameters of specific models. Beal and Sheiner (1985) describe the "first order" and 
"extended least squares estimation" methods of estimating pharmacokinetics model 
parameters. Steimer, Mallet, Golmard, and Boisvieux (1984) discuss, ick' global two-
stage, the iterated two-stage, and the nonlinear filtering estimation methods. Mallet 
(1986) introduces a optimizing-design-oriented method for estimating the distribution 
parameters of a random coefficient regression model. Feldman (1988) gives compari­
son of several two-stage methods for a linear model. Racine-Poon and Smith (1989) 
describe a Bayesian EM algorithm for estimating the pharmacokinetic parameters. 
1.3.3 Nonlinear Regression 
Degradation path models often include terms that are nonlinear in the param­
eters. Seber and Wild (1989) provide theory and practice of nonlinear regression, 
including nonlinear models with dependent errors and useful classes of growth, com­
partment, and multiphase models. Other important references in nonlinear regression 
analysis are, for example. Gallant (1987), Bates and Watts (1988), and Ross (1990). 
1.4 Overview 
In this paper, we use a parametric model to describe the degradation measure­
ments. Section 2 introduces definitions and assumptions about the model, including 
examples and discussion of auto correlated errors. In Section 3, we describe the "two-
stage" method of estimating the parameters of path parameters. Section 4 shows 
14 
how to estimate the distribution function of the time to failure. Section 5 presents 
numerical examples and Section 6 suggests directions for future research. 
15 
2. PARAMETRIC MODEL 
2.1 Definition and Assumptions 
The following defines terms and some notation which will be used throughout 
this work. 
Experimental results provide, for each sample unit, an observed sequence or 
"path" of degradation readings y over t ime t .  The observed degradation path y is  a.  
unit's actual degradation path t], a non-decreasing function of time, which can not 
be observed directly, plus measurement error e. "Time" t could be real-time or some 
other measure like miles for automobile tires or cycles in fatigue tests. 
We will use D to denote the critical level for the degradation path above which 
failure is assumed to have occurred. The failure time T is defined as the time when 
the actual path 7} crosses the critical degradation level D. Because we only observe 
2/, however, this implies that we never observe the actual "failure." We use tg to 
denote the planned stopping time in the experiment. Inferences are desired on the 
time-to-failure distribution of a particular product or material. 
We make the following general assumptions about the manner in which the test 
is conducted: 
1. Sample units are randomly selected from a population or production process 
and random measurement errors from one unit are independent of those from 
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other units; 
2. Sample units are tested in a particular homogeneous environment (e.g., the 
same constant temperature); 
3. The measurement (or inspection) times are pre-specified, the same across all 
the test units, and may or may not be equally spaced in time. We use this as­
sumption for constructing confidence interval of the time-to-failure distribution 
via the bootstrap simulation (in Section 4.3). 
2.2 General Path Model 
For each unit in a random sample of size n units, we assume degradation mea­
surements are available for pre-specified times: - • • ,ts, generally until y crosses 
the pre-specified critical level D or until time ts, whichever comes first. Sometimes 
measurements are available after the sample path crosses the critical level D. The 
sample path of ith unit at time tj is given by 
Vi j  =  Vi j  +  Hj  = + 
.ei j  ~  N (0,cr^^ j  -  1,2,  • • •  ,mQ. < m 
where 
t j  :  time of the jth measurement or inspection; 
9 
e^j : measurement error with constant variance (Tg ; 
r j l j  : actual path of the ith unit at time t j  with unknown parameters as listed below; 
(j> : vector of fixed-effect parameters, common for all units; 
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0^- : vector of the ith unit random-effect parameters, representing individual unit 
characteristics; 
0j and e^j are independent of each other, i  =  l,2,---,n, j  =  l,2,--*,m0^; 
m : total number of possible inspections in the experiment; 
rriQ. ; total number of inspections on the ith unit, a function of 0j. 
We assume that the 0j-,i = l,2,-",n, follow a multivariate distribution function 
G0(-) which may depend on some unknown parameters that must be estimated 
from the data. We also assume that y and t are in appropriately transformed scales, 
if needed. For example, y might be log-degradation and t log-time. 
The distribution function of T, the time to failure, can be written as 
Pr{T < {} = • 
For some simple path models, can be expressed in a closed form. For 
many path models, however, this is not possible. With more than one random pa­
rameter, the problem is especially complicated. In some cases, one can use integral 
transformations or other methods for finding the/distribution of functions of random 
variables to derive the distribution of T. Springer (1979) provides a comprehensive 
treatment of these methods. Usually, one will have to evaluate the resulting forms 
numerically. More generally, however, one can obtain, numerically, the distribution 
of T for any specified D, and t] (i.e., the model parameters, the critical 
degradation level, and the degradation path model), and to any desired degree of 
precision, by using Monte Carlo simulation. 
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2.3 Examples 
The following examples provide some illustrations of relationships between degra­
dation path models and time-to-failure distributions. 
Example 1: 
Suppose the actual degradation path of a particular unit is given by 
i ] { t )  =  (j)  +  Qt,  
/31 
where (f) is fixed and 0 varies from unit to unit according to a Weibull(a,/3) distri­
bution; that is, 
Gq(i?) = Pr{0 < 1?} = 1 — exp 
The parameter (j) represents the common initial amount of degradation of all the test 
units at the beginning of the test, 7;(0) = <f>, and 0 represents degradation rate. We 
assume the component degrades monotonically in time, t; is a increasing function, so 
Pr(0 > 0) = 1. 
For the critical level D, we can write 
D = (f> + QT, 
and then 
D — <b 
T  = T (Q \ ( t>,D , r ] )  -  Q  ,  
where r is a transformation from random variable 0 to random variable T. 
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The distribution function of T is 
Fj<{ t )  =  Pr{T<i} = Pr{T(©;(?!>,I>,77) < i} 
= Pr 
= 1 - G 1 1 = exp D-( l> 
at  
, ( > 0 .  
So, the distribution function depends on <f) ,D,T] ,  and distribution parameters 
a, p. The distribution of T is known as the "reciprocal Weibull" because 1/T follows 
a Weibull distribution. 
Similarly, if © follows a lognormal distribution then 
where $(•) is the standard normal distribution function. This shows that T follows 
a lognormal distribution. 
We could also have 0 ~ N(^,cr^) if cr <C so that the probability of 0 equal to 
or less than zero is negligible. Then we can derive the distribution from another 
direction: the proportion failing by time t  is equal to the proportion of degradation 
measure over the critical level D at that time. Because 0 ~ N(/i,cr^) and path 
function Ti(t) = (f> + Qt, we have 
7/(f) ~ N(<^ +/it, 
Then, for the critical level D, T = (D — ( j ) ) IQ and 
F^it) = Pr{T ^>0. 
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The approximation in the above equation is due to the small probability that 0 is less 
than or equal to zero. Note that, because the variance of r]{t) depends on t, T does 
not follow a normal distribution. This is a special case of the Bernstein distribution. 
Example 2: 
When both the intercept and the slope in the simple linear path model are 
assumed to be random, normally distributed, and independent of each other, T follows 
a Bernstein distribution. The path model is 
both Pr{0]^ < 0} and Pr{02 < 0} would be negligible. Then, 7/(f) ~ + 
The approximation is due to the small probability of a negative 02- Again, T does not 
follow a normal distribution because the variance of Tj(t) depends on t. See Ahmad 
and Sheikh (1984) and Sheikh, Younas, and Ahmad (1986) for further discussion 
about this distribution. It is possible to generalize the Bernstein distribution if 02 
and 02 are correlated (as might be expected in some applications). 
(see Gertsbakh and Kordonskiy 1969, p. 88, and the following example). 
r ] { t )  =  ©1 + 02^ 
where 0^ ~ N(/t]^,o-^), 02 ~ a^^d 0^ is independent of 02- In practice. 
1X2^,  and 
Example 3: 
Suppose a unit path is given by 
T]{ t )  =  (t>i  +  0exp(( /»2i )> 02 > 0,  
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where ^ = ((^2^,(^2)' ^^re fixed and 0 ~ lognormal(/i, cr^) so 
^logi? — 
G0(i?) - 0 
a 
Then T can be expressed as follows: 
V - / (j)2 
The distribution function of T for the critical level D is 
Therefore, we have 
r . N 4V \ (i>2 (t>i' 2-
The possibility of negative T arises because if 0 > £> — then 77(0) > D, and Ti{t) 
crosses D before time 0. 
2.4 Multivariate Normal Model 
We cannot expect that the simple models described in Section 2.3 will adequately 
describe too many real situations. In the following, we use a more general model that 
assumes that the vector of random effects 0, or some appropriate reparameterization 
9 = K(Q.), follows a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector fiQ and 
variance-covariance matrix Sg. 
The assumption of multivariate normal random effects, after reparameterization 
if needed, allows us to summarize the information in the sample paths, without loss 
of substantial information, with only a mean vector and variance-covariance matrix. 
This also allows the use of standard methods for adjusting our two-stage estimation 
(described in Section 3) for measurement error. 
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The reparameterization 9 of the random effects 0, may depend on physical 
knowledge of the process or on assumed ranges for some components of 0 (e.g., a more 
adequate model can often be expected, instead, from using the logarithm of positive 
components of 0). If there is a known reparameterization available to transform 
the random-effect parameters 0 to normal, then we will use that reparameterization. 
When the reparameterization is unknown, an appropriate reparameterization may be 
suggested by the data. In any case, possible transformations should be investigated 
using standard graphical techniques and appropriate tests. For many problems, the 
Box-Cox family of transformations (Box and Cox 1964) will be suitable. Andrews, 
Gnanadesikan, and Warner (1971, 1973) describe the multivariate generalization of 
the Box-Cox transformation. 
We assume that 
With this model, the distribution of T, time to failure, can be rewritten as 
Pr{T < t}  = Fj ' i t )  =  Frp .  
In general, however, there is no closed form expression for this function. 
2.5 Autocorrelated Errors 
The observed degradation on a specimen over time is a time series. Time series 
data can exhibit autocorrelation caused by modeling error or by cyclic changes in 
ambient conditions (e.g., temperature), in the measurement errors, or in the degra­
dation process itself. Generally, autocorrelation becomes stronger when the times 
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between measurements are relatively short, and becomes less noticeable when they 
are longer. Gallant (1987) and Seber and Wild (1989) describe methods for estima­
tion of nonlinear regression models with autocorrelated errors. 
In this paper, we assume that autocorrelation is negligible. To extend the para­
metric model introduced in Section 2 to include autocorrelated errors will involve 
modifications to our model, the two-stage estimation method in the following sec­
tion, and parametric bootstrap simulation in Section 4.3. 
3. THE TWO-STAGE METHOD OF ESTIMATION 
When parameters appear nonlinearly in the path model, full maximum likeli­
hood estimation of random-effect parameters fig and Jjq is, in general, algebraically 
intractable and computationally intensive, as pointed out by Brillinger (1987). Lind-
strom and Bates (1990) propose a general nonlinear mixed effects model for repeated 
measures data and define estimators for its parameters. Palmer, Phillips, and Smith 
(1991) describe the use of the EM algorithm to the maximum likelihood estimation 
for some nonlinear random coefficient models in animal studies. In this section we 
discuss an alternative "two-stage" estimation method for estimating these random-
effect parameters. Applications of the method can be found in Mowers, Fuller, and 
Shrader (1981), Beal and Sheiner (1985), and Carey and Tortorella (1988). Steimer 
et al. (1984) propose similar methods that use iterative refinement. 
For analyzing degradation measures, we use the following two-stage method: 
• In the first stage, for each sampled unit, fit the degradation model to the sample 
path and obtain the Stage 1 estimates of the model parameters. 
• Transform, if necessary, the Stage 1 estimates (in effect reparameterizing the 
random-effect model parameters) so that the random-effect parameters can be 
modeled with a (multivariate) normal distribution. 
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• In the second stage, combine the (reparameterized) Stage 1 estimates of the 
model parameters to produce estimates of fig and Eg. 
3.1 Stage 1 
In the first stage, for each unit i, i  =  l,2,---,n, the least squares estimates 
of (^,%) are the values of the path parameters that minimize 
Q(;p,É)= ^ {yij • 
J=1 
An estimator of the error variance cr| from the ith unit is 
'^ei = 
mQ. -  V 
where p =  p^ + pg,  and p^ and pg are the dimensions of ^ and 0, respectively. Under 
appropriate regularity conditions (e.g., Seber and Wild 1989, sec. 12.2.2), 0^, 0^- and 
are consistent and, for large we have the following asymptotic distributions, 
conditional on = 0*, 
' à '  
à; , 
MVN 
\ n i  
- 1  
(rriQ* - p)â2. 
k -v^ Y 
where 0* and "ïq* are realizations of 0^ and ttiq., respectively, = ((^,^2) " ') 
imj)', vitv^,Q.i) = % ), ^ ((2; É' 7?((7n - ; % )) , and ^(tj;^,0j) = 
Also (^j,0i) and ô-^. are asymptotically inde­
pendent. Note that the asymptotic results in this and the following sections depend 
on large tuq^. 
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3.2 Preliminaries for Stage 2 
We assume that, by some appropriate reparameterization (e.g., using a Box-Cox 
transformation), i = 1,2,• • • ,n is approximately multivariate normally 
distributed with the asymptotic mean 
Ee(êi) = i i  
and the asymptotic variance-covariance, obtained by Taylor series approximation, as 
Vare(ij-) = Vare(0()J(%) i = 1,2, • • •, n, 
where J(0j) =. I I{Q)\q^q^ is the pQ x Jacobian matrix of and 
Vare(0i) = erf %)] 
is the the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of 0j based on the sample path 
from the ith unit, where is the lower-right pg x pQ 
sub-matrix of [i7'(ii;^,0i)'7(ti;^,0i)] 
Then taking the variability of the random effects into account, the unconditional 
asymptotic distribution of based on data from the ith sample path, has mean 
vector and variance-covariance matrix as follows 
E0(ij) = Eg [Ee(êi|0i)] = Eg (g;) = 
and 
VarQ(ij) = Varg [Ee(£^|0j-)] + E@ [Varedjl©^)] 
= VAR@(g^) -t- Eq [VARE(ij|0J)] = SG + 
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where 
S= = Eg [Vare(SjlQi)] 
is the component of asymptotic variability due to measurement errors in the response 
values from the ith sample path. 
Note that 
3.3 Stage 2 
In the second stage, we combine the unconditional estimators, from above, 
= 1)2,•••,«, to construct the two-stage estimators of the path-model pa­
rameters. The two-stage estimators of the path-model parameters ^ and fiQ are, 
respectively, 
è = ^ E i and b = ^  E h-
" i=l i=l 
Because 
E0(êj) = ^ 0, and Var@(A;) = Sg + 
we have, for large rriQ.,i = 1,2,• • •,n, the following asymptotic result 
E 0 
1 % 
-—7 E (âi - îieMi - Èg) 
" ^ i=l 
= Sg + 5^. 
Thus the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix can be expressed as 
= Eq 
" -^=1 ^9-
We can estimate = Eq [Vare(g;|%)j by the sample average n ^ Vare(ij), 
where Vare(&^) is obtained by evaluating Varg(lj-) = [j(0j)] Var£(0j)J(0j) at 
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0^, and (Tg^- (see Section 3.2). Therefore, we could estimate "Sg by using 
Cê-i - tLe^ ih ~ ~ 12, Vare(£i) - Ma - Mj. 
The matrix Ma — M^, however, may not always-be nonnegative definite (a nonneg-
ative definite matrix is one that is either positive definite or positive semi-definite), 
which would put it outside of the parameter space of a variance-covariance matrix. 
Thus a modified estimator is required. This is a common problem in the estimation 
of variance components. 
Following the procedure in Amemiya (1985), a modified (by a constraint) esti­
mator of S^, which will always be nonnegative definite, is 
where definitions and computational formulas for A_|_ and F-j. and the derivation are 
given in the Appendix. When Ma — Mj is not nonnegative definite, this estimator 
Amemiya 1985). Other approaches for constructing nonnegative definite estimators 
of a variance-covariance matrix can be found in, for example. Carter and Yang (1986). 
3.4 Discussion of Asymptotic Results 
The maximum number of inspections m affects the estimation accuracy of the 
model parameters for the individual paths. In the derivation of the two-stage method, 
we assume large ttiq., i = 1,2,- - • ,n. If m is too small, the asymptotic properties 
Sg = ' 0 
Ma — Mj if Ma — Mj is nonnegative definite, 
if Ma — Mj is negative definite, 
otherwise. 
Î jq  is the nonnegative definite matrix that is, in a sense, "closest" to Ma — M^ (see 
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of our estimators might not provide adequate approximations. It is impossible to 
determine the necessary sample size in general because it depends on the form of the 
path model and the distribution of random effects. For the model used in our example 
in Section 5, simulation results (details not given here) indicate the asymptotic normal 
approximation is very good with m as small as 7 (our example has m = 13). 
The number of sample units n affects the estimation accuracy of the distribu­
tion of random effects. The size of n is also important in determining the accuracy 
of approximate asymptotic confidence intervals for the path model parameters and 
for functions of these parameters. Theory (e.g., Efron 1985) shows that bootstrap 
methods provide approximate confidence intervals that have better asymptotic ap­
proximations than the most commonly used confidence intervals based on Taylor 
series and quadratic approximations to the log-likelihood. Although a sample of size 
n = 21 might not be large enough to use with the Taylor series approximation, it 
should be large enough for the bootstrap procedure that we described in Section 4.3. 
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4. ESTIMATION OF Frp{t) 
4.1 Point Estimation 
One can estimate the time-to-failure distribution Frp{t) by substituting the es­
timates and into 
Ft ; 
that is, 
= F^ . 
This is straightforward for the case when Fj ' { t )  can be expressed in a closed form. 
When there is no closed form expression for and when numerical trans­
formation methods are too complicated, one can evaluate the estimate Fq^i^) 
desired degree of precision by using Monte Carlo simulation. This is done by gen-
e;rating a sufficiently large number of random sample paths from the assumed path 
model with the estimated parameters, and using the proportion failing as a function 
of time as an estimate of F^it). 
We use the following algorithm. 
1. Estimate the path model parameters fXQ, and Sg from the n sample paths, 
by using the two-stage method in the previous section, giving and 
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2. Generate N simulated realizations ^ oî  6 from N(^g, Sg) and obtain the cor­
responding N simulated realizations 0 of 0 from where iV is a large 
number (e.g., N = 100,000) and H.~^ is the inverse transformation of H_. 
3. Compute the corresponding N simulated failure times t  by substituting 0 into 
T = r (0;^,D,7/). 
4. Estimate Frp{t) from the simulated empirical distribution 
number oi t  < t  
N 
for any desired values of t .  
The Monte Carlo approximation error is easy to evaluate by using the binomial 
distribution. This error can be made arbitrarily small by choosing the Monte Carlo 
sample size iV to be large enough. We choose N to be large enough so that the 
Monte Carlo approximation error is dominated by the sampling error in the path 
parameters. Note that the above algorithm and the simulation procedure in Section 
4.3 are general and could be used with methods other than two-stage estimation 
inethod used here. 
4.2 Pointwise Confidence Intervals for Frp{t) 
There are many methods to construct confidence intervals for a point on a distri­
bution function (see, for example. Nelson 1982 and Lawless 1982). For a parametric 
model, assuming that Fj'(t) or some normalizing transformation of Fy(i) follows 
a normal distribution is the simplest and most commonly used method. Thomas 
Fy(i) 
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and Grunkemeier (1975) show how to obtain better intervals by inverting the likeli­
hood ratio test. These methods cannot, however, be applied directly in the present 
situation, unless there is a closed form expression for Fji(f). Instead, we apply a para­
metric bootstrap (or simulation) method to obtain pointwise confidence intervals for 
Fr i t ) .  
4.3 Parametric Bootstrap Simulation 
The bootstrap procedure, introduced by Efron (1982), is a sample-reuse method 
that is frequently used to assess sampling error or construct confidence intervals 
when there is no known alternative approach that is bqth tractable and sufficiently 
accurate. A useful introduction to the bootstrap methods has been given by Efron 
and Tibshirani (1986). Hinkley (1988) reviews recent developments in bootstrap 
methodology. DiCiccio and Romano (1988) give a survey of bootstrap procedures for 
constructing confidence regions. 
We use the following bias-corrected percentile parametr ic  bootstrap (simulation) 
procedure for constructing pointwise confidence intervals for This procedure 
is similar to that described in Efron (1985), which is a refinement of the percentile 
method given in Efron (1982). We use the following steps: 
1. Estimate the model parameters Sg and the error variance erf from the n 
sample paths, by using the two-stage method, giving Sg, and (t|, where 
âg is the pooled estimate of (t| : 
.2 %iW^-p)4 
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2. Generate n simulated realizations è oî  0 from and obtain the cor­
responding n simulated realizations 0 of 0 from where H.~^ is the 
inverse transformation oi  H.  
3. Compute n simulated paths from 
where are pseudo errors generated from N(0,ô'g ) and tj are the same mea­
surement times used in the original experiment, up to the planned stopping 
time ts- The simulated paths that cross D before time ts are truncated at the 
time point after the crossing. 
4. Use the n simulated paths to estimate parameters of the path model, giving 
the bootstrap estimates fiQ, and Sg. 
" i -5. Generate Nq simulated realizations 6 o i  6 from and obtain the 
corresponding simulated realizations 0 of 0 from where is a 
large number (e.g., = 100,000) and is the inverse transformation of 
7. Compute the bootstrap estimate from the simulated empirical distribu 
H. 
6. Compute the corresponding Ng simulated failure times t  by substituting 0 
tion 
Fr i t )  =  number oî  t  <  t  
for any desired values of t .  
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8. Do Steps 2 to 7 i5 times (e.g., B=4,000) to obtain the bootstrap estimates 
Fy(i)2, • • •, 
9. Sort the F2^(1)1, F'ji{t)2, • • •, in increasing order for each desired time 
t to give 
F t(<)[I], t(^)[2]' • • • ' ^  T(^)[5]-
10. Determine the lower and upper bounds of pointwise 100(1 — a)% confidence 
intervals for the distribution function Fj<{ t ) :  
where 
Z = T (2T-1(9) + T-l(a/2)) , « = T (2T-l(g) + T-^(l - a/2)) , 
number of < ^t(^) l 1 d q =  —^ ,  b= 
and T is a distribution function symmetric about zero. Following Efron (1985), 
we use the standard normal distribution function $ for T. 
•^r(^)[Z] approximate pointwise lower and upper one-sided 100(1 — 
a/2)% bias-corrected confidence bounds for Fj<{ t ) ,  respectively. 
If F' j ' { t )  can be expressed in a closed form, we can skip Steps 5 to 7 and directly 
- • • -
substitute the bootstrap estimates and Sg, obtained in Step 4, into the closed 
form expression to get the bootstrap estimate 
F f i t )  =  F r p  f t  0 , 7 ^ 0 ,  D , r ] ^  .  
Most of the computation time will be spent on Step 4 when we have a nonlinear 
model. Note that Steps 4 to 7 are similar to Steps 1 to 4 in Section 4.1. 
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In this section, we are returning to our earlier example in Section 1.2. We 
will continue to use data, from Hudak et al. (1978), listed in Table 1. Degradation 
measurements on the 21 test units were taken every 0.01 million cycles until ts = 0.12 
million cycles or a measurement was over the crack length D = 1.60 in., whichever 
came first. Because the fatigue experiment was conducted on notched specimens, 
each with the same initial crack length of 0.90 in., we are interested in the time to 
grow a crack from 0.90 in. to the critical crack length 1.60 in. 
Table 2 gives the failure times and indicates which would have been censored if 
the test had ended at ts = 0.12. First, we give the degradation data analysis. Then, 
we take the traditional approach of analyzing the censored failure-time data. We 
also compare with the nonparametric estimate based on the failure times of all of the 
units. 
5.1 Degradation Analysis 
The Two-Stage estimation method, described in Section 3, was programmed in 
the S language (Becker, Chambers, and Wilks 1988) using the nlmin S-Plus function 
(Statistical Sciences, 1990), which is based on a quasi-Newton method using the 
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) positive definite secant update (or quasi-
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Newton) algorithm for nonlinear least square estimation. Descriptions of the BFGS 
algorithm can be found in, for example, Dennis and Schnabel (1983, pp. 355-360) 
and references given in the documentation of nlmin in S-Plus. 
The Paris Law, in the notation of materials science. 
is widely used to describe the growth of fatigue cracks, where dajdN is the crack 
growth rate (a: crack length, N'. loading cycle), AA' is the stress intensity factor, 
and C, Tn are empirically derived constants (see, e.g., Ostergaard and Hillberry 1983 
and Trantina and Johnson 1983).  We use a special  case of this model where AK = a 
for which a closed form solution 
is available. Here a(0) is initial crack length at iV = 0. This suggests, by taking logs 
and having a(0) = 0.90, the following nonlinear path model for the 21 test units 
i  =  1 , 2 , - - - , 2 1 ,  j  =  l , 2 , - - - , m j ,  
where y = log(a(iV)/a(0)) = log(crack length/0.90), t j  =  N = millions, of cycles, 
and ejj N(0,(Tf ). The random effects 0 = (0^, @2)% corresponding to {C,m — 1)' 
in the Paris Law, are from an unknown multivariate distribution Gq{-). 
Table 3 gives, for each sample path, the Stage 1 estimates of the path parameters, 
0^ and ©2, the corresponding standard errors and , an estimate of the 
measurement error standard deviation and the first-order autocorrelation of 
a( - a(0) 
Vi j  =  + Hj  =  (1 -  O.9O®2i0^.02^(^ '^  +  
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the residuals. After having examined the fitted model for each sample path (through 
residual analysis and the results in Table 3), we can say that the proposed path 
model fits the data with no major discrepancies and without serious autocorrelation 
in residuals. 
Next, we use the multivariate transformation and test suggested by Andrews 
et al. (1971, 1973) to determine if and how the random-effect model parameters 0^ 
should be reparameterized such that the H_{Q) is approximately multivariate normal! 
For example, using the Box-Cox transformation to reparameterize the random effects 
gives 6 = (^1,^2' • • • ' / where 
(®r' -
h = ' 
for Ki 7^ 0, 
Z = 1,2,' 
log Qi for k; = 0, 
and K = («2, K2) " ' " ' ^ Pg )' ^ vector defining the reparameterization. 
If there are a sufficient number of sample paths and if estimation error is small 
compared to the unit-to-unit variability in the 0j, i = 1,2, • • •, 21, one can choose a 
Box-Cox transformation, k, on 0j, i = 1,2, - • • ,21, by maximizing 
P0 (  n  1 
^max(«) = ^max ((KI,«2' ' ' ' 4- ^ S ('^Z "" 1) ^ [ 
1=1 1 = 1  
where 
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and 0j are estimates of 0^- (see Gnanadesikan 1977, p. 141 or Seber 1984, pp. 140-
141). 
We can assess the normality of = M-iÈ.) by using the likelihood ratio 
statistic 
2 [^max(«) — •^max(ip^)] , 
which is approximately XpQ when k = Ip^ (where k = (1,1,---,1)' = Ip^ implies 
that the 0^- are multivariate normally distributed) and k is the value of k that maxi­
mizes £max(«)- Gnanadesikan (1977, sec. 5.4.2) and Seber (1984, sec. 4.3.2) discuss 
plots for assessing multivariate normality. 
First we add 1 to the Stage 1 estimates of 02, because the Box-Cox transfor­
mation must be applied to positive values and because of the model assumption that 
Pr(02 > —1) = 1. Then we obtain a Box-Cox transformation, k, for the parame­
ter vector 0, by maximizing ^max- For the example k = (0.633,1.963)' maximizes 
jCniax(K) with /2max(A) = 37.056. A possible choice for the transformation might 
be K = (0.5,2)' with corresponding likelihood value 37.049. Comparing these choices 
with the one corresponding to no transformation k = (1,1)' = I2, we have 
2 [Z:max ((0.633,1.963)') - £max(l2)] = 2(37.056 - 36.726) = 0.660 < X^o.5,2) 
and 
2 [/:max ((0.5,2.0)') - £max(l2)] = 2(37.049 - 36.726) = 0.646 < X(o.5,2) 
where 52)" 1 386 is the .50 quantile of distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. 
Neither of the above likelihood ratio statistics indicates the need for a transformation 
to normality. Figure 2 is a contour plot of £max(«)' 
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As suggested by Andrews et al. (1971), we can also assess the joint normality 
of the transformed estimates, by using the squared Mahalanobis distances (see Seber 
1984, sec. 1.5 and pp. 152-153), which are approximately i.i.d. when is multi­
variate normal. Figure 3 is a (2 degrees of freedom) Q-Q (Quantile-Quantile) plot 
of the squared Mahalanobis distances of 0j, before transformation, and of after 
transformation (k = (0.5,2)'), against their corresponding expected order statistics 
(quantiles). The linearity of the Q-Q plot of the Mahalanobis distances indicates 
no strong evidence against the normality assumption. Therefore, we initially use 
the Box-Cox transformation coefficients k = (1,1)', corresponding to no transfor­
mation, on the (conditional) Stage 1 estimates 0j's. We will also compare our final 
results with an analysis that uses k = (0.5,2)'. Gnanadesikan (1977, sec. 6.2) and 
Seber (1984, pp. 542-544) give further information on Q-Q plots and Gnanadesikan 
(1977, sec. 5.4.2) and Seber (1984, sec. 4.3.2) discuss other approaches of assessing 
multivariate normality. 
Following Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we obtain the two-stage estimates of the repa-
rameterized model parameters: 
tie 
/ \ 
2.732 
1.569 
and tj0 = ^ 0.5453 -0.09319 ^ 
-0.09319 0.06654 / 
Note that the estimate of the variance-covariance matrix, is positive defi­
nite, so there is no need, in this case, for the adjustment given by the Amemiya's 
(1985) procedure. The point estimate Frp{t)' and pointwise two-sided 90%, 80% 
bias-corrected percentile bootstrap confidence intervals for Fj'{t) are shown in Fig­
ure 4. The confidence intervals were obtained by using the bootstrap simulation 
with B = 4,000 and Nq = 10,000. The points on the graph are the nonparametric 
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estimate 
hNP, {number of units fail up to time t} — 0.5 
Ft (') = 2Î • 
based on the failure times for all of the 21 paths in Table 2 (even those that would 
have been censored at ts = 0.12). Figure 5 shows the point estimates comparing the 
results for using k = (1,1)' versus k = (0.5,2)'. The differences are small. 
5.2 Comparison with Failure Time Analysis 
A comparison of various probability plots of the failure time data up to ts = 0.12 
suggested the normal distribution as a failure time model. Figure 6 gives a normal 
probability of and the normal distribution maximum likelihood estimate 
of Figure 7 gives Fi^^{t), the normal distribution maximum likelihood esti­
mate of Fj<{t), and 90% asymptotic pointwise confidence intervals, obtained by using 
CENSOR (Meeker and Duke 1981). The figure shows that the normal distribution 
provides a good fit to the failure time data up to ts = 0.12. 
The vertical line in Figure 8 indicates ts = 0.12 million cycles, the stopping (or 
censoring) time of the test. It is clear that the normal failure distribution fits the 
data quite well up to the stopping time. The degradation data analysis, however, 
provides an estimate of the Fj'{t) that agrees much better with the failure times 
beyond ts = 0.12 million cycles. This is because the degradation analysis method 
uses the amount of degradation at the end of the test in the estimation of Fy(<). 
The traditional failure analysis ignores this information. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we give a general parametric method of using degradation measures 
to estimate the time-to-failure distribution. We review methods for fitting nonlin­
ear regression models to observed degradation measurements and use a "two-stage" 
method to estimate the mixed-effect path model parameters. When the dégradation 
model is not siinple enough to have a closed form expression for we use Monte 
Carlo simulation to compute an estimate of the distribution function of the time to 
failure. We suggest bootstrap methods for setting confidence intervals. The numer­
ical example in Section 5.1 illustrates the use of degradation analysis and provides 
a comparison with failure time analysis. From the comparison, we can see that the 
degradation measures provide extra information about the failure mechanism and 
provide more information about the time-to-failure distribution, especially for times 
beyond the end of the test. Such inferences are frequently required in practice. 
There remain many open questions about how to collect and analyze degradation 
data. Some of these include 
• We used the bootstrap simulation method to construct pointwise confidence 
intervals for F'j'(t). This same method can be used to construct simultaneous 
confidence bands for Frp{t). Such bands are often needed in practical problems 
in which one is interested in the probability of survival over a range of time. 
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• In some high-reliability applications, the rate of degradation is so slow that it 
is impossible to make useful inferences in a reasonable amount of time. In such 
cases, as with traditional life tests, an alternative is to use stress acceleration. 
Often higher stress (e.g., temperature or cycling rate) will lead to faster degra­
dation. One can then use physical models that relate degradation rate to stress 
to extrapolate and estimate the time-to-failure distribution at a design stress. 
Some accelerated tests are run at constant stress. Others use progressive or step 
stress. See Nelson (1990) for models and data analysis methods. The methods 
used in this paper can be used with such models. 
• For some models, degradation measurements will- provide substantially more 
information than the traditional time-to-failure measurements. The relative 
benefits depend on the actual model and at least some of its parameters. It 
would be useful to assess the benefits of taking degradation measurements and 
to evaluate their cost effectiveness. 
• There are important questions about how to design an experiment to provide 
the most efficient use of one's resources and to assess the precision that one 
can expect to achieve with a specified design. This approach can lead to better 
designs for conducting degradation tests. Important questions include how to 
choose the interval between inspections (or frequency of recordings in the cases 
where continuous readings can be taken), the number of units that should be 
tested and, for accelerated testing, the levels of the stress(es) and the allocation 
of the units to the different levels of stress. Carey and Escobar (1991) have 
studied this issue for a special class of degradation models. 
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o Sensitivity to possible model departures is of concern to all who analyze data. 
Sensitivity can be assessed, to some extent, by changing assumptions and rean­
alyzing. The systematic methods suggested by Cook (1986) and further refined 
by Escobar and Meeker (1992) could be applied to our model. These methods 
allow the analyst to assess, systematically, the "general influence" or assess the 
impact of specified model departures on particular inferences of interest. 
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APPENDIX 
We will follow the procedure described in Amemiya (1985) to define a modified 
nonnegative definite estimator for discussed in Section 3.2. Assume Ma = {n — 
1)"^ " Ag)(&( ~ A^)' is, nonnegative definite and Mj = n~^ Varg(&J 
is positive definite, by the extension of the principal axis theorem (Arnold 1981, 
Theorem A.7 or Graybill 1983, Theorem 12.2.13), 
|Ma — AM^I = 0 
has pQ nonnegative roots > Ag > " > Ap^. Let wg, - - - be pg x 1 
vectors corresponding to AA2,• • •, Ap^ such that 
= A^M^w^ A; = 1,2, - ,p^, 
1 iffc = fc' 
0 if t ^  k'. 
The Xf^ and are also called the characteristic roots and vectors, respectively, of 
Ma in the metric of M^ (Amemiya 1985). 
Let fi = (w^,W2, - • •,Wpg) and F = (fi')"^, we have fï'Maîî = A = diag{A]^, 
A2, • • •, Apg}, fi'M^fi = I and 
Ma -M(, = r(A-i)r'. 
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For the cases of all the nonnegative roots > 1 and all < 1, the estimator 
of Sg is clearly given by 
= 
Ma — for all > 1, 
0 for all A^ < 1. 
For the case that A^ < 1 for some k, Ma — M^ is no longer nonnegative definite. 
Then, let a = (a+,a_) where a+ = diag{Aj,A2,• • •,Ap^_^}, Ap^_^ > 1 and 
a_ = diag{Ap^^ +1  '  +2,  '  "  ,  +  l  <  1-  We can  express  ma -  mj 
as 
Ma-Mj = r(a-i)r' 
= r+ (a+ -1) r'+ + r_ (a_ -1) t'_ 
— (Ma — + (Ma — , 
say, where f = (r+,r_), r_|_ is pg x PQ^, following the same partition as a. 
That is. Ma — M^ can be decomposed as the sum of a nonnegative definite 
(actually, positive semi-definite) matrix (Ma — M^^ ^ and a negative definite ma­
trix (Ma - M^) Therefore, as suggested by Amemiya (1985), the (Ma -
can be interpreted as the nonnegative definite portion of (Ma — Mj) and, hence, 
(Ma — M^) ^  is the nonnegative definite matrix "closest" to (Ma — Mj,). So, the 
modified estimator of Sg is 
Sfl = 
M a - M j  i f  a l l  A ; ; ,  > 1 ,  
0 if all A^ < 1, 
(Ma — M^)^ otherwise; 
where (Ma - M^,)^ = r+ (A+ - l) 
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The roots of |Ma — AM^| = 0 can be computed as follows. Since Mj is positive 
definite, there exists an nonsingular matrix C, which can be obtained by, for example, 
Cholesky decomposition or spectral decomposition, such that C'M^C = I. Thus we 
can rewrite the equation |Ma — AMj| = 0 as follows: 
0 = |Ma - AM^I = |c ' | | M a - A M ^ I l C l  
=  | c ' M a C - A l | .  
Then the eigenvalues of C^MgC are the elements of the diagonal matrix A and the 
matrix F can be obtained by F = (C')'~^Q, where Q is the matrix of corresponding 
eigenvectors of C'MaC. 
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TABLES 
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Table 1: Fatigue Crack Growth Data From BogdanofF and Kozin (1985) 
Million Cycles 
Path 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 
1 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.12 1.19 1.27 1.35 1.48 1.64 
2 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.03 1.08 1.14 1.21 1.28 1.37 1.47 1.60 
3 0.90 0.94 .0.98 1.03 1.08 1.13 1.19 1.26 1.35 1.46 1.58 1.77 
4 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.03 1.07 1.12 1.19 1.25 1.34 1.43 1.55 1.73 
5 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.03 1.07 1.12 1.19 1.24 1.34 1.43 1.55 1.71 
6 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.03 1.07 1.12 1.18 1.23 1.33 1.41 1.51 1.68 
7 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.02 1.07 1.11 1.17 1.23 1.32 1.41 1.52 1.66 
8 0.90 0.93 0.97 1.00 1.06 1.11 1.17 1.23 1.30 1.39 1.49 1.62 
g 0.90 0.92 0.97 1.01 1.05 1.09 1.15 1.21 1.28 1.36 1.44 1.55 1.72 
10 0.90 0.92 0.96 1.00 1.04 1.08 1.13 1.19 1.26 1.34 1.42 1.52 1.67 
11 0.90 0.93 0.96 1.00 1.04 1.08 1.13 1.18 1.24 1.31 1.39 1.49 1.65 
12 0.90 0.93 0.97 1.00 1.03 1.07 1.10 1.16 1.22 1.29 1.37 1.48 1.64 
13 0.90 0.92 0.97 0.99 1.03 1.06 1.10 1.14 1.20 1.26 1.31 1.40 1.52 
14 0.90 0.93 0.96 1.00 1.03 1.07 1.12 1.16 1.20 1.26 1.30 1.37 1.45 
15 0.90 0.92 0.96 0.99 1.03 1.06 1.10 1.16 1.21 1.27 1.33 1.40 1.49 
16 0.90 0.92 0.95 0.97 1.00 1.03 1.07 1.11 1.16 1.22 1.26 1.33 1.40 
17 0.90 0.93 0.96 0.97 1.00 1.05 1.08 1.11 1.16 1.20 1.24 1.32 1.38 
18 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.97 1.01 1.04 1.07 1.09 1.14 1.19 1.23 1.28 1.35 
19 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.99 1.02 1.05 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.20 1.25 1.31 
20 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.99 1.02 1.05 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.19 1.24 1.29 
21 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.99 1.02 1.04 1.07 1.11 1.14 1.18 1.22 1.27 
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Table 2: Fatigue Crack Growth Failure Time Data From BogdanofF and Kozin 
(1985) — * For analysis of the failure time data at ts = 0.12, these are 
censored obserations at 0.12 million cycles. 
Path Failure Time (Million Cycles) 
1 0.088 
2 0.100 
3 0.101 
4 0.103 
5 0.103 
6 0.106 
7 0.106 
8 0.109 
9 0.113 
10 0.115 
11 0.118 
12 0.118 
13 0.129* 
14 0.133* 
15 0.138* 
16 0.144* 
17 0.146* 
18 0.151* 
19 0.160* 
20 0.167* 
21 0.170* 
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Table 3: The First Stage Estimates of the Fatigue Crack Growth Data 
Path mi ©1 ©
> 
to
 
'01 '02 
àe T-l 
1 10 5.32 1.229 0.06948 0.1087 0.00679 0.2066 
2 11 4.66 1.257 0.01618 0.0309 0.00193 -0.3937 
3 12 4.47 1.533 0.04461 0.0734 0.00624 0.3854 
4 12 4.39 1.515 0.04936 0.0873 0.00690 0.1772 
5 12 4.39 1.470 0.04765 0.0852 0.00663 0.0258 
6 12 4.32 1.416 0.06410 0.1228 0.00877 0.0437 
7 12 4.27 1.481 0.03864 0.0761 0.00549 0.4114 
8 12 4.17 1.480 0.03071 0.0657 0.00447 -0.0536 
9 13 3.96 1.574 0.04046 0.0813 0.00663 -0.0764 
10 13 3.80 1.711 0.02722 0.0616 0.00476 0.0968 
11 13 3.69 1.780 0.03334 0.0832 0.00586 0.2072 
12 13 3.51 2.129 0.04084 0.1142 0.00792 0.4742 
13 13 3.38 1.784 0.04456 0.1570 0.00833 0.0131 
14 13 3.53 0.851 0.03059 0.1064 0.00482 -0.1507 
15 13 3.48 1.426 0.02528 0.0842 0.00447 -0.0833 
16 13 3.04 1.991 0.02240 0.1175 0.00505 0.1740 
17 13 3.05 1.569 0.03502 0.1918 0.00726 -0.1026 
18 13 2.92 1.623 0.02658 0.1738 0.00595 0.1431 
19 13 2.72 1.957 0.00764 0.0667 0.00201 -0.4661 
20 13 2.70 1.621 0.01121 0.1023 0.00287 -0.2595 
21 13 2.60 1.601 0.01084 0.1161 0.00292 -0.2820 
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Figure 1: Fatigue Crack Growth Data: Original Sample — path number: 
1,2,• • • ,9,a,fe, • • •, critical degradation level: 1.6 in., last inspection: 0.12 
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Figure 3: Chi-Square Q-Q Plot for Box-Cox Transformation: (0.5, 2) — x: before 
transformation, o: after transformation 
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Figure 4: Estimated Fj<{t) With Two-Sided 90% and 80% Bootstrap Bias-Corrected 
Percentile Confidence Intervals — dot: nonparametric estimate 
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Figure 5: Estimated Fj>{t) With and Without Transformation — solid line: with 
transformation - (0.5,2), dot line: without transformation - (1,1) 
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Figure 6: Normal Probability Plot of the Failure Time Data 
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Figure 7: Estimated Normal Failure Time Distribution With 95% Pointwise Asymp­
totic Confidence Intervals — dot: nonparametric estimate 
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Figure 8: Comparison of Degradation and Failure Time Analysis — solid line: 
degradation analysis estimate, dot line: normal failure time analysis esti­
mate, dot: nonparametric estimate 
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ABSTRACT 
Lu and Meeker (1990) discuss the use of degradation rneasures to assess relia­
bility by estimating a time-to-failure distribution. The primary interest for applying 
degradation analysis, as an alternate approach in assessing reliability, is when few or 
even no failures are expected in a life test. It is thus of interest to know how degra­
dation analysis compares with failure time analysis. In this work, we make such a 
comparison in terms of relative efficiency: the ratio of the asymptotic variances of an 
estimated p quantile of time-to-failure distribution. We assume a simple, but physi­
cally reasonable, degradation model. We use the more general two-stage estimation 
procedure, described in Lu and Meeker (1990), to derive the asymptotic variance in 
degradation analysis. Even for such a simple model, the comparison is impossible to 
do analytically and we use numerical evaluation. We also look at how the number 
of inspections, the amount of measurement error, and the quantile of interest affect 
on the asymptotic variance factor of the estimated quantile. Despite the trade-off 
of having measurement error in the degradation analysis, the comparison shows that 
degradation analysis generally performs better than failure time analysis, even when 
a substantial proportion of units fail in a life test. 
Key words: First crossing time. Life data analysis, Measurement error. Relative 
efficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Because there are few or no failures in some life tests of highly reliable compo­
nents, it is difficult to assess reliability with a traditional failure time analysis that 
records only the time-to-failure (for units that fail) or the running time (for units that 
do not fail) for each test unit. Lu and Meeker (1990) discuss the use of degradation 
measures with a two-stage estimation method to assess reliability by estimating a 
time-to-failure distribution. This procedure, called degradation analysis (DA), pro­
vides an alternate approach to the traditional failure time analysis (FTA). Nelson 
(1990, chapt. 11) discusses some other models and methods for analyzing degrada­
tion data. We want to study how degradation analysis performs, relative to failure 
time analysis. In this work, we will make such a comparison using a simple, but 
physically reasonable, degradation model which has the common lognormal distribu­
tion as the corresponding time-to-failure distribution. We compare the degradation 
analysis and failure time analysis methods with respect to the ratio of the asymptotic 
variances of an estimated j> quantile of time-to-failure distribution. 
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2. MODELS AND DATA 
2.1 Degradation Model 
To have a model that is simple but physically meaningful, we assume that each 
unit has zero degradation at time zero and degrades at a particular rate. The unit-
to-unit degradation rate is a random variable that follows a lognormal distribution. 
Assuming additive measurement error, on the log degradation scale, this gives the 
following path model: 
y =  7]{ t ;Q) +  e =  Q-\- t  +  e, 0 ~ N(/i0, <7|), e~N(0, erf), 
where y = log(degradation), 0 = log(degradation rate), t  =  log(time), e is mea­
surement error, and 0 and e are independent. The last inspection stopping time is 
ts-
Assuming that failure occurs when degradation reaches a critical level, defining 
D .= log(critical level), we have 
D = r] (T;Q) =  Q + T 
so that 
T = Z) - 0 ~ N(I> -/<0, o-Q). 
Therefore, the time-to-failure distribution is lognormal: 
T = log(time-to-failure) ~ try) 
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where = D — hq and cr j< =  (Tq.  
We assume that inspections are made on a unit at each equally-spaced inspection 
time until the first inspection after y crosses D, but that at least two inspections are 
made on each unit. Note that we treat the time-to-first-crossing (the critical level) 
to be the time-to-failure, and hence the critical level of degradation is the level of 
failure. 
2.2 Failure Time Model 
From the previous section, we take the time-to-failure distribution to be lognor-
mal: 
T = log(time-to-failure) ~ N(/fy, ctji). 
Because the test ends at time ts, the failure time data are singly time (Type I) 
censored. 
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3. ESTIMATION AND COMPARISON 
We compare degradation analysis and failure time analysis asymptotic efficiency, 
in terms of the ratio of the asymptotic variances to Var£)^(îp), where 
ip  is the estimated p quantile of the log time-to-failure distribution. 
3.1 Degradation Analysis 
We follow the more general two-stage estimation procedure described in Lu and 
Meeker (1990) to derive Varthe asymptotic variance of the estimated p quan­
tile of time-to-failure for the lognormal degradation model given in Section 2.1. 
3.1.1 The Two-Stage Estimation of. Degradation Parameters 
In the first stage, for the ith unit, we have 
Vi j  =  + Hj^ j  =  1>2,•  •  ' ,mQ. < m, 
where tuq . is the number of inspections for the ith unit and m is the total number of 
possible inspections in the experiment. The number of inspections for the ith unit, 
THQ., depends on 0j. This is because with larger 0j, y^j crosses D earlier. Least 
squares estimation gives, for the ith unit, 
1 ""Qi 
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r r iQ.  
" 'e i  =  Z + -2 
^0; i=i 
By linear model normal theory, the conditional distributions of 0^- and given 
0; = 0;, are, respectively, I  
a  
0^ ~ N 
where 0* and "Tq* are realizations of 0j and ttiq., respectively. 
n n ^ 
Let (T^ = be an estimator of the variance of the sampling distribution 
0j i  
of 0j- relative to a realized value of 0^ (i.e., due to measurement error). Taking the 
variability of random effects into account, the unconditional distribution of 0^ has 
mean and variance as follows 
E0(0i) = /t0 and Var@(0J = <^0 + 
where 
4 = (4) = (4) ' 
In Stage 2,  we combine (0j, ), ;  = 1,2,  -  -  - a s  f o l l o w s  
1 ^ A J -2 ^ «2 /'0 = - E ©i and <TA = - 2] 0-. _, 
n '  0 n 0,-1=1 i=l ' 
and because 
we have 
E0 ( 0/ ) = /i 0 and E0 ( ô-| J = o-| 
E0(^0) = /»0 and E0(ct|) = <t|. 
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Let 
because 
we have 
n 
% = -—I  - A©) , 
" ^ i=l 
Var0(0j) = 0-0 + o-| 
^©('^0) - ^"0 + 
and, therefore, we estimate ctq by 
4 = 4-^%' 
Then, we have 
( - \ 
©
 
1
 
M© 
-2 
= 
I "^ 0 / \ 
YaiQi f lQ) CoVQifLQ, 5 |  -  ( t | )  ^  
COV0 (//0, 5| - â| ) VarQ ( ^ 
and, for large n, using the delta method, 
Vara 0 
/ . \ ( . \ 
/:© % Var0 
M0 
1 .2 
V ^0 y 2-0'® ^ 
Var©(/i©) ^Cov@(/l0, - (t|) ^ 
^Cov0(/i0, $1 -  <7|) ^Var0(5| - ^2 ) 
The details of the derivation are given in Appendix A. 
Noting that fij< — D — fiq and cry — ctq, we have the asymptotic variance 
covariance matrix of /i j- and âj' 
^DA = 
' - \ 
I , 
= Varo 
(  J)  '  
0 
M0 
â© n 
Vii Vi2 
^12 ^22 y 
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say, where 
^11 = -^Var0(/i0), 
^12 = ^Cov0(/iy, ô-y) = |-^Cov0(/i0, 5| - Ô-|)|, 
ctq <^0 I ^ J 
^2 = = T ~• 
O-0 <^0 140-0 ^ J 
The detailed computational expressions for Vi2' ^22 given in Appendix 
A. 
3.1.2 Asymptotic Variance of ip 
The asymptotic variance of the estimated p  quantile t p  is given by 
Var£>4(tp) = Var(/t7^ + =p&x) =  (1 -p)^D.4 
1 ^ 
v *p / 
where zp = and $ is standard normal distribution function. 
3.2 Failure Time Analysis 
3.2.1 MLE of Model Parameters 
For singly time censored test data, we have the log likelihood £j of the ith unit: 
+ (1 - ^i) [1 - ^ (C)], = 
1, if Tj < ta 
0, if Tj- > ts 
where Zj = (rj - ^trp)lcrrp , ( = and (f> is the standard normal prob­
ability density function. Maximum likelihood estimates (/îyjô-y) are obtained by 
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maximizing the log likelihood of n test units: 
n n 
^(mt' <^t) = Y1 + (1 - h) [1 - ^(C)]} • 
i=l i= l  
A more detailed discussion of maximum likelihood estimation for failure time 
data can be found in, for example, Lawless (1982) or Nelson (1982). 
3.2.2 Asymptotic Variance of ip 
The p quantile of the log time-to-failure distribution is tp  =  f i j< +  zpcr j '  where 
zp = $~^(p) and the estimated p quantile is  given by ip  = j l ' j<  + Zp&j i .  
From above, the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of the maximum likeli­
hood estimates is 
'FTA = Var 
( - \ 
\  J 
^  IT 
n 
2 ( V* Fi* 
'11 "12 
\ 2 / 
n 
^11 ^12 
^12 ^22 ) 
\-l 
say, where 
n n n 
= -^Var(/)y), Vi2 = -^Cov(/(2', ^22 = -TVar(ô-y), 
Crp 
and ^11) •fl2> ^22 cr^/n times the elements of Fisher information matrix. Escobar 
and Meeker (1990) give an algorithm for computing •F'll,i^l2) and ^22 ^ function 
of (. 
Then, for the asymptotic variance of the estimated p quantile, we have 
Varjpjvi(îp) = (1 =p)'^FTA 
I  \  
1 
V 'P / 
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3.3 The Relative Efficiency 
To compare degradation analysis and failure time analysis, we take the (asymp­
totic) relative efficiency to be the ratio of the two asymptotic variances of the esti­
mated p quantile of time-to-failure 
Y&iDAih)  
From the previous section, by canceling out the factor (Tq/ti with cr^/n (because 
(70 = CTy), we have 
HE = 1^*1 + + -p^ 22 _ 
^11 + + -p^22 
Besides z p ,  we use 
ts  — /iy J (Te Ç = —-—— and = — 
to characterize the relative efficiency. These correspond, respectively, to the normal­
ized quantile of the proportion failing (defined earlier in Section 3.1.2) and the ratio 
of the variability of measurement errors to the variability of random effects. 
Without loss of generality, we take 
f iQ = 0,  0-0 = 1, and ts  =  logm 
which imply, respectively, 
= D, cry = 1, and = logt. A: = 1,2,• • • ,m, 
that is equally-spaced inspection of length 1 in real time. Then, we have 
C = log m — D and (tj^ = erg. 
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Because ^22 functions of and zp, and because 
and V22 are functions of ( and 2p, the relative efficiency is a function of m, crj^, and 
zp\ that is, the standardized test length (or the standardized quantile of proportion 
of failing), the number of inspections, the variability ratio of measurement error to 
random effect, and the p quantile of standard normal. 
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4. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Comparison Figures 
We compute the relative efficiency, from the asymptotic variances of the max­
imum likelihood estimates of the p quantile of the failure time distribution for the 
degradation analysis and the failure time analysis estimation methods for all combi­
nations of the following factors: 
• The failure time distribution quantiles of interest: $(~p) = 0.1,0.2, • • • ,0.9; 
• The proportion of failing (i.e. crossing): #(() = 0.1,0.2, • • •, 0.9; 
• The variability ratio: = 0.001,0.01,0.1,0.5,1,2,5; 
• The number of inspections: m = 5,10,20,50,100,200,500,1000. 
Note that the failure time analysis variance depends only on the first two of these 
factors. 
We provide the results, in Figures 1 to 10, for a subset of these combinations: 
• First, we give the plot, in Figure 1, of the variance factor of estimated quantile 
against quantile of interest, over different proportions failing, for the failure time 
analysis. Notice that, because the failure time analysis variance only depends 
on the failure time distribution quantiles of interest, $(~p), and the proportion 
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of failing, $((), this plot does not depend on the variability ratio, (T^, or the 
number of inspections,  m. 
• Then, we give the plot, in Figure 2, of the variance factor of the estimated 
quantile against the quantile of interest, over different proportions failing, for 
the degradation analysis with m = 10 inspections and the variability ratio 
(Tjg = 1. This plot tells how the degradation variances behaves when there 
are only 10 inspections (a relatively small number) and the variability of the 
measurement error is the same magnitude as the variability of the random-effect 
model parameters. 
• In Figures 3 to 6, we give additional plots, similar to Figure 2, for the four 
combinations when the number of inspections m = 20,200 and the variability 
ratio (7^ = 0.5,5. These provide comparisons over a reasonable practical range 
of m and 
• Finally, in Figures 7 to 10, we show the relative efficiency against quantile 
of interest, over different proportions failing for the same combination of the 
factors, as in Figures 3 to 6, m = 20,200 and «Tjg = 0.5,5. These plots give a 
parallel presentation to those plots in Figures 3 to 6. 
4.2 Discussion 
For the failure time analysis variance factor of the estimated quantile, in Figure 1, 
we found 
• The variance of the estimated quantile decreases as the the proportion failing 
increases. The decrease is more pronounced for the lower, than higher, propor­
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tions failing. This is due to, as more test units fail, more information about 
the failure time distribution becomes available and, hence, we can estimate the 
quantile of the failure time distribution more precisely. 
• The effect of different proportions failing is stronger on the higher quantiles 
of interest; there is more spread on the right-hand side than on the left. This 
indicates that the available information from failed test units is more important 
to the inferences on the upper-tail of the failure time distribution. 
• The variance decreases then increases as the quantile of interest increases, al­
though the decreasing part of the curve cannot be seen for the $(C) = 0.1 
curve. This behavior can be explained as follows. As a function of the quantile 
of interest p, Var^2^((p) has a minimum when z-p = —^121^22' Interestingly, 
this occurs for the quantile of interest when Covp'j'j^(ip,à'j') = 0. Because 
V|2 approaches 0 from above as the proportion failing approaches 1, we can see 
that the minimum of the curves will be at p = $(zp) = 0.5 and this occurs at 
smaller values of p for greater amounts of censoring. 
• This plot is similar to the plot given in Meeker and Nelson (1976), of the 
variance of the estimated quantile for .Weibull (failure time) distribution for 
censored data. 
For the degradation analysis variance factor of the estimated quantile, illustrated 
Figures 2 to 6, we found 
• The variance of the estimated quantile increases as the proportion failing in­
creases, the increase being slightly greater for the lower, than for the higher, 
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quantiles of interest. This shows a behavior opposite to that in the failure time 
analysis. This is because increasing the proportion failing increases the exper­
iment period. Because the total number of inspections remains the same, the 
inspection interval becomes wider. Thus, although there are more test units 
failing, the units failing earlier may have fewer degradation measurements and 
hence there will be less information to estimate model parameters. The loss is 
small when measurement error is small. 
• The variance plot also shows an "U" shape. The minimum is at a quantile 
of interest that is greater than or equal to $(zp) = 0.5. The reason for this 
is similar to the reason for what we observed in Figure 1, except that Vj2 is 
always negative and decreasing as the proportion failing increases. 
• Looking at Figures 2 and 3, we see that there is more spread on the left-hand 
side than on the right-hand side. This is because spreading out the inspections 
(by increasing the proportion failing and thus increasing the test length) causes 
us to have few inspections on the units that fail earlier. When interest centers 
on a quantile in the upper tail of the failure time distribution, the loss in 
information from a longer test is not so severe. Intuitively, this is because for 
the shorter tests we have many readings all units. For the longer tests, we do 
not have so many readings on units that fail early, but this is compensated for 
by having a maximum or near maximum number of readings for units that fail 
in the upper tail of the failure time distribution. 
• Comparing Figures 3 and 4 along with Figures 5 and 6, we can see how the larger 
number of inspections compensates for a larger variability ratio in degradation 
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analysis variance. 
• Comparing Figures 3 and 5 along with Figures 4 and 6, we can see how the 
variability ratio effects the degradation analysis variance for small sample sizes, 
like m — 20, and large sample sizes, like m = 200. 
For the relative efficiency of the degradation analysis versus the failure time 
analysis, in Figures 7 to 10, we found 
• The relative efficiency decreases as the proportion failing increases; this effect is 
greater for the lower, than for the higher, proportion of failing. This is because, 
as explained earlier, lengthening the test provides more information for the 
failure time analysis, but less information (as the inspection intervals become 
wider) for the degradation analysis. 
• The relative efficiency is higher in the upper-tail of the failure time distribution, 
particularly for smaller proportions failing. This shows the advantage of the 
degradation analysis, over the failure time analysis, in the situation when few, 
or even no, test units fail. 
• Comparing Figures 7 and 8, we can see the number of inspections does not 
have much effect on the relative efficiency for a relatively small variability ra­
tio, (T^ = 0.5. This means that the variability of the measurement error is half 
the variability of random-effect model parameters. But, comparing Figures 9 
and 10, we see that the number of inspections compensates for the high vari­
ability ratio (Tjg = 5, when the measurement error variability is 5 times higher 
than the random effect variability. However, even with high measurement error 
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variability (in Figures 9 and 10), the degradation analysis can perform bet­
ter than the failure time analysis provided the number of inspections is large 
enough. 
• From Figures 7 and 9 along with Figures 8 and 10, the variability of the mea­
surement error has an important effect on the performance of the degradation 
analysis. However, even for the situation of a small number of inspections, 
m = 20, with large measurement error variability, = 5, in Figure 9, the 
degradation analysis is still better than the failure time analysis for lower pro­
portions failing. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we make a comparison between degradation and failure time re­
liability analyses, in terms of the asymptotic variances of an estimated p quantile 
of failure time distribution. The degradation model we used is fairly simple, but 
physically reasonable. We have shown that 
• The closed form expression of the variance of an estimated quantile in the 
degradation analysis is difficult to obtain. 
• It is impossible to do the comparison analytically, even in terms of asymptotic 
relative efficiency. 
• Numerical evaluation serves an important and necessary role for the compari­
son. 
From the figures and discussion, we can summarize the comparison between 
degradation analysis and failure time analysis as follows 
• As the proportion of failing before ts increases, there are different effects for 
failure time analysis and degradation analysis. For the former there is more 
information available because more units fail. For the latter, however, there is 
less available information because units tend to fail earlier and there will be 
fewer inspections per unit. 
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Although the degradation measures contain measurement error, which provides 
a trade-ofF in using the degradation analysis, the degradation analysis generally 
performs better than the failure time analysis.. 
Even with large measurement error variability, the degradation analysis, pro­
vided that there is a large enough number of inspections, is better than the 
failure time analysis. 
The results show that degradation analysis is better suited than the failure 
time analysis to make inference on the upper-tail of the failure time distribution. 
This is because the degradation analysis method uses the amount of degradation 
at the end of the test in the estimation of The traditional failure analysis 
ignores this information. 
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE 
OF THE TWO-STAGE METHOD 
In this appendix we derive the asymptotic variance of the two-stage methods. 
The derivation mostly involves the use of conditional expectations and conditional 
variances. 
Recall that, for the ith unit. 
For the ith unit, we have the following conditional distributions, given 0j = 0*, 
0i ~ N(/i0, o-|) and ~ N(0, cr^) j = 1,2,••• ,7719^.. 
from linear least squares estimation. Because 0j and are independent, Covg(0j, 
= 0. let (T? = 0"^ . we have Cove(Q:.ô-^ ) = 0. 
Because units are independent each other, we have Covq(0j-,0j ) = 0 for i  ^  j  
Then, the unconditional distribution of 0j has mean and variance as follows 
and 
Var0(0.j) = Var@ [Eg (%|0^)] + E@ [Varg (0;|0;)] 
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Var0(0,j-) + E@((T^ ) 
The unconditional distribution of cr\ has mean and variance as follows 
©i 
E0(^|.) = ^| Var0(â|_) = Var0(cr|_) + 2E0 
/ <T 
©i 
We have 
Cov0(0i,0|) = E0(0?) - B0(0j)E0(0?) 
= E0 [Ee(0.?|0i)] - E0 [Ee(0;|0i)] Eg [Ee(0?|0i)] 
Ee(30i4i + - E0(0i)E0(0f + 4, ) 
0 . _ _ -:v2\ 
'i-q. ' -i' -0.' 
= 3E0(0jOr|_) + E0(0f) -/t0E0(0|) -/i0cr| 
= 3E0(0jC7-? ) + (3^00-0 + fiq) -  IJ'Qi lJ'q + 0-0) - M0<^| 
= 3E0(0j(r| _ ) + 2/t0£r| - /t0(7| 
= 3 E0(0iCT| J -/i0<7| +2/i0(cr|+o-|) 
L 
3Cov0(0j,0-|^) + 2^0(<70 + <r|), 
Cov0(0j,(T|_) = E0(0^(T|_)-E0(0j)E0((T|_) 
= E0 Ee(0,jô-| j0j) - E0 [Ee(0^-|0^-)] E0 . 
= E0 Ee{0i|0i)Ee(â| j0i) - E0(0i)E0(cr|_ 
= E0(0j-£r|_)-E0(0j)E0(a| 1 
= Cov0(0j-,CT|_), 
i )  
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Covg(0?,,r| ) = Eg(0?^| )-Eg(0?)E0(»|,) 
= E 0 
= E 0 
Ee(©?»| J0i) - Eg [Ee(©?|©i)] Eg 
Ee(ôf|©i)ea4.|0i) 
Eî(4.|0i) 
= E 
'0 (0?+4 )4 0/ 0,_ 
-E0(0| + 
A? 
^0(0?4,.) + ^ 0(4.) - + [E0(,T|^ J 
GOV0(0?,C7|_) + Var0((T|_), 
and Cov0(0j,0j) = 0 and Cov0(0j,ô-^ ) = 0 for i ^ j .  
Recall that 
A@ = ; ,Z 8i. 4 = ;r^  ,Z(0i-A@)^  and 4 = i Ê 4 . 
1=1 J=1 Î=1 ' 
For large n,  by the central limit theorem, we have the asymptotic distribution 
/i0 ~ N (/i0,-(o-|+cr|)) . 
The asymptotic distributions, for large n, of 50 and <7^ have mean and variance, 
respectively, as follows 
E0(5|) = ^0+^|> Var0(5|) % ^ {e© [(©i "" (^0 + ^ |)^} ! 
E0(^|) - Var0(a|^) = ^ 1 
( 
Var0(o-| ) + 2E0 
rrx Q - 1 
^ / 
The computation of these expectations and variances are straightforward by applying 
the conditional expectations and conditional variances as demonstrated earlier and 
the formula of computing standard error of moments that can be found, e.g., Kendall 
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and Stuart (1977, chap. 10). Note that the asymptotic approximation here and in the 
following equations are arise for large n because we omit terms of order higher than 
n~^. We will use the following results to compute the needed asymptotic variances. 
Cov0(/i0,/i0) = ^©(Ae) - E0(A0)E0(A0) 
+ ^|) + ^ 0 - /^0 ~(^0 + + ^ 0 
^M0(<^0 + <^1) + ^ ^Q- -M0(«^0 + <^|) - M0 
2 2 2 
-Ai0(<^0  +  O - q ) ,  
Covq{^q,Sq)  =  COVQ 
^ I Cov0 1^0, E J - nCovQ{^Q,fiQ) 
\ i=l 
1 f 1 / " " 
~ 1 ' n n 
= - i -COV0 0j, ^  Qi j - nGoyQ{fiQ,fiQ) 
n 
Ê Cov0(0i,0?) + 2"S Ê COV0(0;,0|) 
i=l i=lj=2 
-nCov0(/i0,/t|))} 
= ^ [nCov0(0j,0|) + n(n - l)Cov0(0j,Ôj)] 
-nCov0(/i0,/i|)} 
= ^{Cov0(0j,0f)-nCov0(/i0,/i|))} 
% ~ |3Cov0(0j,c7|_) + 2hq{(7^ + o-|) - 2/(0((T0 + <r|)| 
= ^Cove(0i,<r| ), 
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CoV0(/i0,â|) cove( i Ê 9 , . i Ê 4 j  
n' 
n TO—1 n 
E Cov0(0^,&g ) + 2 E ECo^0(®i'^0.) 
i= i  ^ i= i  7=2 ;  
ï>. 
i |TOCov0(0i,(T^J + n(n - l)Cov0(0i,(T| ) 
ioov0(0i,»|j 
iCoVQ(0i,<T| ), 
Cov0(^t0,ô-|) % Cov0(2/i0/i0,â|j) (Delta method, for large n) 
= 2/t0Cov0(/i0,ô-|) 
= ^/i0CoV0(0j,<7|_), 
and 
Cov(5|, (r|) = Cov0 1 
' 1=1 
^COV0 ^ E ®i - "A0,ô-| 
= ^ I ^COV0 I E 0?'  È .  1 ~ "^'ov0( /t |),â|) " 62 ^ ^ 2 
â=l  1=1 
1 
n 
n 
È o°v@(@?.4.) + 2V Ê c°'e(é?.4.' 
i=l i=l j=2 J 
j > i  
-TOCoV0(/i|,.T|)| 
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n n 
nCov0(0?,ô-| ) + n(n-l)Cov0(0|,â|^ ) 
J 
«2 A-2 
-nCov0(/t|,â|)| 
^ |cov0(0?,â|_) - nCov0(/i|,5-|)| 
i  |cov0(0f,(r |_) + Var0(<7|_) -  2f iQCovQ{e 
Recall that 
2 ^2 f i j t  =  D — f iQ and àrp = &q. 
From this we obtain the following results 
1. The variance of fiji is 
Var(^2i) = Var(D-/i0) = Ya. iQ[ f iQ) 
^[i + 
n 
„2 
where 
2. Because 
ni = 1 + -f. 
^^0 
Cov0(0j,0|) = 
3Cov0(0^-,C7| ) + 2/i/0(£r|) + <t|) for i  =  j  
0 for i  ^  j  
and 
Cov0(/i0,/i|) = ^f iQ (trl + <^|) , 
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the covariance of jxj' and (Tj- is 
Cov(/ iy , (T j ' )  =  Cov{D -  f lQ,0-Q) =  -CoV0(/ i0 , (T0)  
1 
-^Cov0(A0,4) 
f^  cZ a2 
2cr0 
1 
2o-0 
I) •COV0(/Î0,5| - Q y  
|CoV0(/i0,5|) - CoV0(/i0,(T|)| 
n •^12 
where 
3. Because 
. E0 [A-/,0)4] 
^12 = —yCov0(0j,(7| ). 
for large n, 
Var0(5|) 
3(o-| +cr|)2 + 3Var0((T|_) 
+ 6Cov0(0f,cr| ) - 12^0Cov0(0j,cr| 
~ "1% [(®i-^0)^] - (^i)+ ^ |] 
= ~{2(^0+^|)^ + 3Var0((T|_) 
+ 6Cov0(0?,(T| ) - 12/f0Gov0(0^,(T^jj . 
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Then the variance of the estimated uy is given by 
Var(ô-y) = Var((T0) % "^VarQfô-Q) 
^0 
^Va,0(S|-4) 
A [Vii0(s|) + Vat0(»|) - 2Oov0(5|,»|) 
+ 6Cov0(0|,(r| ) - 12/i0Cov0(0j,o-|_) 
/ (7 4 \ 
+ 
- 2 
1 
n 
40-2 « 
Var0(cr| ) + 2E0 
Cov0(0f,<7|_) + Var0(cr|_ 
+(t| 
7710.-1^ 
4.)-2M0Cov0(0i,cr|_) 
^ I  
1 2f,.2 . .|)2+Var0(^|,) + 2Cov0(e?,^|,) 
4/t0Cov0(0i,<r| ) + E0 
(  cr 0; \ 1 
mç\.  -  1 
1 îa 
^ 124 
\ ' / 
((^0 + *^1)^ + Y^'^0('^| J + 2Cov0(0?,cr|j 
• V0Gov0(0j-,cr| ) + E0 
/ (ri \ 
©i 
v 
- 1 
/ ,  
n 
1/^2 
where 
^22 |(o-0 + o-|)^ + Var0((r| J + 2Cov@(0^,(r^J 
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- V0Cov0(0j,<T^ ) + E0 1 
\ 
/ J  
Note that, from the above expressions of Vii,Vi2^ and V22» —> 0 (which 
happens when m —^ oo or tte —> 0), we have 
^11 = 1' ^12 = 0' V22 = -. 
These are, as expected, equal to the values of the failure time analysis variance and 
covariance components and with ( = 00 (no right censoring). 
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APPENDIX B; COMPUTATION 
APPENDIX B: COMPUTATION 
Let = (T^rQ., <z* = «Tg/m, and tq. = mjmQ., and the items in the 
expression of 1^2»^2' given in Appendix A, can be expressed as following 
4 = ^*E0(r0.) 
Var0(£r|_) = 4[e0(^|.)- E(r@.) 
Cov0(0^,a|_) = a l \ ^ E Q { Q i r Q . ) - H Q E Q i r Q . )  
COV0(0?,<T| ) = 0-* [E0(©fr0^.)-(//0 + o-|)E0(r0p 
/ ai 
E 0 
\ 
©i 
= f* 4; 
/ mQ. - 1 
Therefore, to compute Vj2> ^22' addition to /<0,<T0,(7*,m, we need to com­
pute 
("0 E0(r0;) = 
E0(rii) = 
Ee(0™..) = 
de 
/'0 
^0 
^0 
dd 
de 
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Eo 0 
d9 
^  - M 0  
0-0 
where 
= 
( f ) { x )  =  
{ D  —  ^ 2  —  ^ }  k  =  2  
{D — tf^ < 6 < D — A: = 3,• • • ,7n — 1 
{ ^ < ^ - i m - l }  Â :  =  m  
i - i - i )  
and - • • itm are m inspection times. 
Note that, in computing these expectations, we are integrating from Ag, instead 
of because we assume that at least two inspections are made on each unit, so 
that the parameters 9^ and are estimable for all sample paths, i = 1,2,• • • ,n. 
For the ith unit, with 0^, because T = D — 0, we have failure time Tj = D — 0^. 
Thus 
= ^ Qi and rj'. = TQ.. 
Then the computation of the above expectations can be simplified as following: 
ml , ( t — jXrp ' 
dt 
k=2 k 
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E, 
4v 
my - 1 
where 
{ f  <  * 2 }  k  =  2  
= "  { f t _ i  <  (  <  ( j k )  k  =  3 , - ' - , m - l  
{ t  >  t j n - l }  k  =  m  
and t = D — 9, = D — fiq, and cry = ctq. 
The computation of the asymptotic variance factors V]^2> ^22 degra­
dation analysis is straightforward using the formulas in Section 3.1.1. Detailed com­
putational expressions are given in Appendix A. We use subroutines DQAGS and 
DQAGI from QUADPACK (Piessens, de Doncker^Kapenga, Ûberhuber, and Ka-
haner 1983) for the integral computation. 
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ABSTRACT 
Reliability assessment of some highly reliable products, for which few or no 
failures are expected in life tests, might be done by using degradation analysis, instead 
of failure time analysis. Lu and Meeker (1990) describe a modified two-stage method 
to assess reliability by estimating a time-to-failure distribution from degradation data. 
They also show how to construct confidence intervals by bootstrap simulation. In 
this work, we describe and illustrate the computational and graphical methods for 
such a degradation analysis, and present the computer programs developed in the S 
language (Becker, Chambers, and Wilks 1988). We use fatigue crack growth data and 
a degradation path model from a special case of the Paris Law. as a basic example 
for illustrating the analysis. We finally discuss some future work on the development 
of degradation analysis and computer programs. 
Key words; Bootstrap, Confidence intervals. Nonlinear estimation. 
Transformation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally, reliability assessment of new products or components has been 
done by using life tests that record only time to failure. With high reliability prod­
ucts, few or no failures are expected in life tests and this makes it difficult to assess 
reliability due to the high proportion of censored test units. 
For some components, measurements on some clearly defined cause of failure, 
which we generically call degradation, might be recorded over "time" during the 
testing period, e.g., crack length in fatigue tests, depth of wear-out on tread in testing 
automobile tires, and degree of corrosion on the surface of underground cable. Such 
measures of degradation in product function or usage contain relevant information 
about product life or reliability. 
Lu and Meeker (1990) describe a parametric approach to assessing reliability by 
estimating a time-to-failure distribution from degradation measures. The purpose 
of this work is to describe and illustrate the computational and graphical methods 
discussed in Lu and Meeker (1990) for analyzing degradation data, and to present 
computer programs developed in the S language (Becker, Chambers, and Wilks 1988). 
For the theoretical framework of the analysis we refer to Lu and Meeker (1990). The 
fatigue crack growth data from Hudak, Saxena, Bucci, and Malcolm (1978), shown in 
Table 1 was obtained visually from Figure 4.5.2 on page 242 of Bogdanoff and Kozin 
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(1985). These data were used in Lu and Meeker (1990) as a numerical example, to 
fit a special case of the Paris Law, which is widely used to describe the growth of 
fatigue cracks. These will serve as a basic example here for illustrating the analysis. 
The S-Plus functions (Statistical Sciences, 1990) described here are general 
enough to handle degradation models other than the model of a special of the Paris 
Law. 
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2. STEPS IN DEGRADATION ANALYSIS 
2.1 Preliminary Analysis 
Just like the usual initial step of model building in statistical data analysis, we 
need to do some preliminary analysis of the data, letting the data speak for them­
selves. Plotting the degradation measures against time will give us some indication 
about the path model. Figure 1 gives the plot of the fatigue crack growth data. The 
pattern of the plot combined with previous modeling efforts and knowledge from ex­
perimenters or engineers on the physical background and/or material characteristics 
provide us with initial information about path model structure. Here, we need to em­
phasize the importance of the input from the experimenters and engineers, not only 
for the model structure, but also for determining which parameters are to be fixed 
or random effects in the model. For practical problems, this kind of information is 
often beyond a statistician's knowledge and hence the cooperative work is important 
for the analysis. 
Information for model selection also comes from the data themselves. Thus 
statistical analysis also contributes to the process of model building. For example, 
the initial amount of degradation in the fatigue crack growth data is about 0.90 in. for 
all the test units. This is because specimens were notched with initial crack of that 
size before the actual fatigue experiment began. Thus we treat the initial crack size 
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as a fixed constant in our model of these data. Sometimes, it is not so clear whether 
some effects should be fixed or random. Then we can treat fixed effects as random 
and estimate the (possible zero) variances, and let the data suggest the model. 
Model checking, including residual analysis, is performed to assure the appro­
priateness or adequacy of the model in describing the data. Cox and Snell (1981) 
discuss principles and strategic aspects of model building and data analysis which we 
follow here. 
These preliminary analysis, which can be easily carried out using the S-Plus 
functions described here, are: 
• Plot degradation measures against inspection time. 
This can be done by plotting degradation sample paths on various scales, e.g., 
using log and other transformations, to explore the structure of the data. 
• Fit linear path models. 
Fit linear models to individual paths. Assess the adequacy of this approach by 
using residual plots: plot residuals against time to examine the adequacy of the 
model structure and possible departures of the model assumptions. 
• Fit nonlinear path models. 
Nonlinear models may be required if an adequate linear model can not be found. 
Again, model adequacy should be checked with residual plots. 
• Normal probability plots should be used to assess the normality assumption of 
the measurement error. 
• ACF (Autocorrelation Function) to look for autocorrelation in the residuals. 
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After the above preliminary study of the degradation measures, we will choose a 
degradation path model, with appropriate assumptions about the fixed and/or ran­
dom effects, to use in the following estimation and inference work. 
2.2 The Two-Stage Method of Estimation 
Following the steps of the two-stage method described in Lu and Meeker (1990), 
we first fit the degradation model to each degradation sample path. Then, possibly 
with a transformation to meet the normality assumption of the random effects, we 
combine the estimates of path parameters to produce the estimates of model param­
eters, which are fixed effects and mean vector and variance-covariance matrix of the 
random effects distribution. 
In the first stage, we fit the degradation path model to each unit's degradation 
sample path. If the general path model is nonlinear, we use the nlmin, a general 
quasi-Newton optimizer provided by S-plus, to do the nonlinear least squares fitting. 
We then examine the Stage 1 estimates of path parameters (those that are as­
sumed to be random effects) to assess their joint normality by using chi-square Q-Q 
(Quantile-Quantile) plot of the squared Mahalanobis distances. For a single dimen­
sion, this reduces to a normal probability plot. Then we apply a (multivariate) Box-
Cox transformation to locate the transformation coefficients that lead to approximate 
(multivariate) normality after transformation. In addition to the chi-square Q-Q plot, 
we can assess the effect of using a Box-Cox transformation by using a likelihood ratio 
statistic to compare the transformed parameters to the before-transformed parame­
ters. 
For models with just one or two parameters, a plot of the likelihood as a function 
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of the transformation coefficients provides a clear picture for choosing an appropriate 
transformation. The chi-square Q-Q plot, however, is a graphical tool for selecting 
appropriate coefficients for models with more parameters. 
By iteratively trying different sets of transformation coefficients with the help of 
the Q-Q plot, we can determine appropriate transformation coefficients for achiev­
ing normality. Then, we use the transformation on Stage 1 estimates of the model 
parameters along with their estimated variance-covariance matrix in Stage 2. 
In the Stage 2, we combine the Stage 1 estimates along with their estimated 
variances over all sample paths to form estimates of model parameters; fixed effects 
and mean vector and variance-covariance matrix of the distribution of random effects. 
The estimated variance-covariance matrix is constrained to be non-negative definite. 
2.3 Estimating F j < { t )  
For the case when the time-to-failure distribution function F j ' { t )  can be ex­
pressed in a closed form function of the basic model parameters, we can estimate 
by substituting the Stage 2 estimates of the two-stage method into the closed 
form expression. 
When there is no closed form expression available for and when numerical 
transformation methods are too complicated, we can estimate the distribution func­
tion through Monte Carlo simulation. In either case we apply a parametric bootstrap 
simulation procedure to obtain pointwise confidence intervals for the time-to-failure 
distribution as a function of time. 
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3. EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF S FUNCTIONS FOR 
DEGRADATION ANALYSIS 
3.1 Input Degradation Measures 
First, we input the degradation measures from a UNIX file and with other rel­
evant information, create a degradation data structure. This can be done by using 
the function f. input .data in command like 
> fatigue.data <- f.input.data(data.fil0="fatigue.d", 
+ unit.n=21, deg.level=l.60, 
+ time.range=seq(from=0.0, by=0.01, to=0.12), 
+ title="Fatigue Crack Growth Data Analysis", 
+ measure.unit="Crack Length (in.)", 
+ time.unit="Million Cycles") 
> 
The UNIX file fatigue. d contains the degradation measures on 21 test units. We also 
specify the critical degradation level of 1.60 in. and the inspection times: 0,0.01, • • -, 
0.12 million cycles. 
3.2 Exploratory Analysis For Path Modeling 
First, we plot the degradation measures (crack length, in in.) against inspection 
times (million cycles) of all 21 sample paths using 
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> f.data.plot(fatigue.data) 
> 
From this a multiple-line plot, as in Figure 1, will be produced with the paths iden­
t i f i e d  b y  t h e  o r d e r  i n  w h i c h  t h e y  a p p e a r  i n  t h e  d a t a  f i l e  b y  t h e  s y m b o l s  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  . ,  
9, a, b, ... indicated at each inspection time. If this plot shows curvature, we can 
take the log of degradation times and plot all the paths again, as in Figure 2, 
> f.data.plot(fatigue.data, transf.y=0) 
> 
Other kinds of power transformations of the inspection times and/or degradation 
measures can be specified by setting transf .x and/or tremsf .y to the corresponding 
values, e.g., —1 for inverse, 0.5 for square root, and 2 for square. 
Optionally, we may choose some subset paths to plot, e.g., paths 1, 5, 10, 15, 
and 21, (in log of degradation measures), Figure 3, 
> f.data.plot(fatigue.data, select=c(l,5,10,15,21), transf.y=0) 
> 
Then, we can fit a straight line to some of the paths to examine whether a linear 
path model is adequate or not, e.g., fit straight line to path 10 
> f.data.plot(fatigue.data, select=10, transf.y=0, linear.fit=T) 
> 
This command will produce a plot of path 10. and a fitted line, as in Figure 4. To 
have more detailed diagnostic results of fitting a straight line to path 10, say, with 
degradation measures in log scale, we can use the function f.data.fit in command 
like 
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> f.data.fit(fatigue.data, S8lect=10, transf.y=0) 
$beta: 
[1] -0.1484776 5.0243204 
$var.beta: 
[ .1 ]  [ ,2 ]  
[1,] 0.0002255707 -0.002706848 
[2,] -0.0027068485 0.045114141 
$std.error; 
[1] 0.02865445 
$df: 
[1] 11 
> 
which produces a multiple diagnostic plot with degradation measures and fitted values 
versus time, a residual plot, a normal quantile plot, and a ACF plot of residuals, as 
in Figure 5. This function can also be used to examine the fit of the linear model to 
several paths, say, paths 1, 5, 10, 15, and 21, together. Thus 
> f.data.fit(fatigue.data, select=c(l,5,10,15,21) , transf.y=0) 
$theta.mean: 
[1] -0.1331581 4.8142113 
$theta.var: 
C.l] [.2] 
[1,] 2.472541e-05 -0.00683978 
[2,] -6.839780e-03 1.89208581 
$Std.error : 
[1] 0.02263848 
> 
gives the two-stage method linear path model estimates and produces a chi-square 
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Q-Q plot, Figure 6, of the squared Mahalanobis Distances of the Stage 1 estimates 
(of intercepts and slopes). Note that the above two-stage estimates do not involve 
the Box-Cox transformation. 
For this example, it is obvious, after fitting straight lines to several paths, that a 
linear path model is not adequate to describe the curvature of the degradation path. 
The Paris Law, in the notation of materials science, 
is widely used to describe the growth of fatigue cracks, where d a j d N  is the crack 
growth rate (a; crack length, N: loading cycle), AA' is the stress intensity factor, 
and C,m are empirically derived constants (see, e.g., Ostergaard and Hillberry 1983 
and  Tran t i na  and  Johnson  1983) .  We  use  a  spec i a l  c a se  o f  t h i s  mode l  whe re  AA '  =  a  
for which a closed form solution 
a { N )  =  ^ nr-ZTT 
[l - [a(0)]"^-lC'(m - 1 ) N ]  )  
is available. Here a(0) is initial crack length at iV = 0. This suggests, by taking logs, 
loga(#) = loga(O) - ^ log ^ 1 - [a(O)]®20^02iV^ 
where 0 = (0^,02)% corresponding to (C,m - 1)' in the Paris Law, are random 
effects from an unknown multivariate distribution (?0(*)- To use this model, we first 
need to set up the following model-specific path function for examining the fit of 
nonlinear path model: 
> fatigue .function <- functionCx, b)-£ 
> z <- 1 - 0.90"b[2] * bCl] * b[2] * x 
> z[z <= 0] <- le-100 
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> return(log(0.90) - (l/b[2]) * log(z)) 
> } 
> 
This is the objective function in fitting nonlinear model. Notice that we trap the 
negative-valued z, which correspond to the paths that have already crossed the critical 
level at given time, to a very small positive value before taking the log. 
Now, we can examine the fit of (nonlinear) Paris Law model to the data, say, 
path 10: 
> f.data.fit(fatigue.data, select=10, transf.y=0, 
+ path.function=fatigue.function, start.value=c(4, 1.5)) 
$beta: 
[1] 3.797690 1.711268 
$var.beta: 
[,1] C.2] 
[1,] 0.0007410048 -0.001561054 
[2,] -0.0015610539 0.003796470 
$std.error: 
[1] 0.004762587 
$df : 
[1] 11 
> 
where start.value=c(4, 1.5) are the starting values for nonlinear fitting. Again, 
multiple diagnostic plots, as when fitting linear model, will be produced, as in Fig­
ure 7. We can also simultaneously examine the fit of several paths, say, 1, 5, 10, 15, 
and 21, together. Using 
> f.data.fit(fatigue.data, select=c(l,5,10,15,21), transf.y=0. 
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+ path.fiinction=fatigue .function, start .value=c(4, 1.5)) 
$theta.mean: 
[1] 3.918210 1.487578 
$theta.var: 
[ .1 ]  [ .2 ]  
[1.] 1.0320625 -0.12716158 
[2,] -0.1271616 0.02474167 
$std.error: 
[1] 0.005186324 
> 
gives the two-stage method Paris Law model estimates, without taking the Box-Cox 
transformation, along with a chi-square Q-Q plot of the squared Mahalanobis Dis­
tances of the Stage 1 estimates (of 2 random-effect path parameters), as in Figure 8. 
Certainly, we will eventually also examine the fit to all of the 21 sample paths, 
> f.data.fit(fatigue.data, select=l:21, transf.y=0, 
+ path.function=fatigue.function, start.value=c(4, 1.5)) 
$theta.mean: 
[1] 3.731862 1.571389 
$theta.var: 
C.l] C.2] 
[1,] 0.54560168 -0.09553108 
[2,] -0.09553108 0.06667329 
$std.error : 
[1] 0.005836425 
> 
which also produces a diagnostic plot, as in Figure 9. 
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We can also include the Box-Cox transformation in the analysis as follows 
> f.data.fit(fatigue.data, select =1:21, transf.y = 0, 
+ path.function = fatigue.function, 
+ start.value = c(4, 1.5), transform=T) 
$after.transform: 
$theta.inean: 
[1] 2.0387742 0.6902817 
$theta.var: 
[ , 1 ]  [ . 2 ]  
[1,] 0.20751212 -0.07918496 • 
[2,] -0.07918496 0.11366477 
$Std.error: 
[1] 0.005836425 
$kappa: 
[1] 0.632 1.640 
> 
Multiple diagnostic plots will be produced, as in Figure 10. 
3.3 Model Specification 
From the preliminary analysis, we decided to use the following model 
(l - [a(O)]®2i0j-02ifj) + H j  
9  =  h { Q )  ~ MVN(^0, Sq) e ~ N(0, 
where y i j  =  \ o g { a ( N ) / a { 0 ) )  =  log(crack length/0.90), d  = h { Q )  is the Box-Cox 
transformation, and tj = jV is million cycles. We expect Pr(0]^ < 0) and Pr(02 < 
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— 1) to be small, which corresponding to C > 0 and m > 0 in the Paris Law, to give 
a positive degradation rate and higher degradation rate for higher degradation level, 
respectively. 
To define this model, we need to specify the following S-Plus functions: 
• A function defining the basic path model. The inputs are a matrix x of inspec­
tion times and a matrix b of estimated parameters. The function returns vectors 
of fitted responses y. We modify the previously defined fatigue.function as 
follows 
> fatigue.function <- function(x, b){ 
+ X <- as.matrix(x) 
+ b <- as.matrix(b) 
+ z <- 1 - as.matrix((0.90"b[2,] ) 
+ * b[l,] * b[2,]) t(x) 
+ z[z <= 0] <- le-100 
+ return(t( - (l/b[2, ]) * log(z))) 
+ } 
> 
This function is called by the objective function f .2s.stagel.obj in Stage 1 
estimation f .2s.stagel.est and by the function that simulates degradation 
sample paths f.path.sim (appear later). 
• A function giving the appropriate transformed response readings. The input 
is the vector of responses y and the function returns the vector of transformed 
responses. 
> fatigue.response <- function(y){ 
+ return( log(y/0.90) ) 
+ } 
> 
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This function is called by the objective function f. 2s. stagel .obj in Stage 1 
estimation f.2s. stagel .est. 
A function giving the simulated degradation measures. The input is the matrix 
of simulated path plus pseudo measurement error and the function returns the 
matrix of simulated degradation measures. 
> fatigue.simulate <- function(path.plus.error)•[ 
+ return( exp(log(0.90) + path.plus.error) ) 
+ } 
> 
This function is called in the simulation of degradation sample paths 
f .path. sim. 
A function giving the time to failure of a path as a function of the model pa­
rameters. The inputs are the matrix b of estimated parameters and the critical 
degradation level deg. level. The function returns the vector of corresponding 
the failure time 
> fatigue.inverse <- function(b){ 
+ return( (1 - (0.90/1.60)"b[2,])/ 
+ ((0.90-b[2,])*b[l,]*b[2,]) ) 
+ } 
> 
where 0.90 and 1.60 are initial crack length and the critical degradation level, 
respectively. This function is called by the function f.cdf.est which will 
estimate the time-to-failure distribution function. 
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• A function giving the starting values of parameters estimated in Stage 1. The 
input is the number of inspections and the function returns different starting 
values depending on whether the unit has crossed the critical degradation level 
or not. 
> fatigue.start <- function(x, y){ 
+ return( c(4, 1.5) ) 
+ } 
> 
This function can be generally specified to produce different starting values 
for different sample paths by using the input x and y. This function is called 
in Stage 1 estimation f .2s.stagel.est, but only for estimating the original 
sample paths. Note that the starting values for the estimation of the simulated 
sample paths are the simulated parameters values. 
Then, we incorporate these functions into the degradation model structure, 
which we call, fatigue.model, 
> fatigue.model <- f.input.function(f.fuhction=fatigue.function, 
+ f.response=fatigue.response, 
+ f.simulate=fatigue.simulate, 
+ f.inverse=fatigue.inverse, 
+ f.Start=fatigue.start) 
> 
3.4 Stage 1 Estimation And Box-Cox Transformation 
Do Stage 1 estimation 
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> fatigue.si.est <- f.2s.stagel.est(data=fatigue.data, 
+ model=fatiguè.model) 
> fatigue.si.est$beta 
[,1] [.2] 
[1.] 5 324 1 2291 
[2,] 4 663 1 2570 
[3.] 4 469 1 5335 
[4,] 4 386 1 5149 
[5.] 4 387 1 4705 
[6.] 4 323 1 4157 
[7 J 4.265 1 4811 00 
4 165 1 4796 
[9.] 3 965 1 5734 
[10.] 3 798 1 7113 
[11.] 3 .692 1 7798 
[12,] 3 .511 2 1292 
[13.] 3 .383 1.7842 
[14.] 3 532 0 8507 
[15.] 3.481 1.4264 
[16.] 3 .037 1 9914 
[17.] 3 .053 1 5689 
[18.] 2 .920 1 .6266 
[19.] 2 .717 1.9573 
[20.] 2 .698 1 .5943 
[21.] 2 .603 1 .5819 
> 
Note that the computation of the nonlinear least squares estimation is programmed 
using the S-Plus function nlmin, which is also used in f.data.fit. All the con­
vergence tolerances are the default settings in the S-Plus function nlmin. In this 
example, the estimates $beta remain unchanged up to 3-4 decimal places for differ­
ent starting values. 
To examine the Stage 1 estimates in fatigue. si. est$beta for the multivari­
ate normal distribution assumption, we run the Box-Cox transformation function 
to obtain the transformation coefficients that transform estimates to multivariate 
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normality, if transformation is needed: 
> boxcox.out <- f.boxcox.transf(fatigue.si.est$beta, 
constant=c(0, 1)) 
> boxcox.out 
$coef: 
[1] 0.633 1.963 
$max.lik.value: 
[,1] 
[1,] 37.056 
> 
where the constant (0,1) is added to the estimates fatigue.si.est$beta because 
the Box-Cox transformation must be made on positive values and the assumption of 
Pr(02 < -1). 
The coefficients of the Box-Cox transformation differ slightly from those found 
in the preliminary analysis, Section 3.2, due to the different starting values being 
used. The selection of appropriate transformation coefficients can be facilitated by 
plotting the likelihood as a function of different transformation coefficients, e.g. 
> f.bctremsf.plot(fatigue.si.est$beta, kappa=boxcox.out$coef, 
+ constant=c(0, 1), title=fatigue.data$title, 
+ lower.end=c(-l, 0), upper.end=c(2, 4)) 
> 
where lower.end and upper.end specify lower and upper end points at which likeli­
hood is to be evaluated. For this case, because the estimates are two-dimensional, a 
contour plot is produced, as in Figure 11. For the single dimensional case, a plot of 
likelihood values versus transformation coefficients will be produced instead. 
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We can also examine the effect of a transformation by using a Q-Q plot of the 
estimates in fatigue. si. est$b0ta 
> f.qq.plot(fatigue.sl.est$beta, kappa=boxcox.out$coef, 
+ constant=c(0, 1), title=fatigue.data$title) 
> 
This command produces, for the higher dimensional case, a chi-square Q-Q plot of 
the squared Mahalanobis distances versus the corresponding chi-square quantiles, as 
in Figure 12, or, for single dimensional case, a normal quantile plot, for both before 
and after the transformation. 
As both the Box-Cox transformation contour plot and the Q-Q plot indicate, a 
reasonable choice, that is close to (0.633, 1.963), is (0.5, 2), corresponds to 
1 (02 + n^-iV L . ^  » ei I 1X11^  j = f2(v'0i - 1), +^ 02^  
which has a likelihood value 
> f .bctreinsf .obj (c(0.5, 2), fatigue.si.est$beta, constant=c(0,l)) 
C.l] 
[IJ 37.049 
> 
which only differs from the likelihood values of boxcox.out$coef: 37.056 by 0.007. 
The likelihood value corresponding to no transformation: (1, 1) is 
> f.bctransf.obj(c(l,1), fatigue.sl.est$beta, constant=c(0,1)) 
C.l] 
[1.] 36.726 
> 
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Note that neither of the likelihood ratio statistics 2(37.056 — 36.726) = 0.660 
nor 2(37.049 — 36.726) = 0.646, when compared with percentiles of distribution 
with 2 degrees of freedom, indicate that a transformation is necessary. We get this 
same indication from both the Box-Cox transformation likelihood contour plot and 
the Q-Q plot. Even so, we will choose 
> kappa <- c(0.5, 2) 
> 
to illustrate the following steps. Later we will compare this with the no transforma­
tion alternative. 
Applying the Box-Cox transformation to the Stage 1 estimates, 
fatigue.si.est$beta, to achieve approximate multivariate normality gives 
> fatigue.si.transf.est <- f.2s.stagel.transf.est(kappa=kappa, 
+ cpnstant=c(0, 1), estimates=fatigue.si.est) 
> fatigue.si.transf.est$beta 
[,1] [.2] 
CI.] 2.615 1 985 
[2.] 2.319 2 047 
[3.] 2.228 2 709 
[4,] 2.189 2 662 
[5,] 2.189 2 .552 
[6.] 2.158 2 .418 
[7.] 2.130 2 .578 
[8.] 2.082 2 .574 
[9.] 1.982 2 .811 
[10.] 1.898 3 .175 
[11.] 1.843 3 .364 
[12.] 1.748 4 .396 
[13.] 1.678 3 .376 
[14.] 1.759 1 .213 
[15.] 1.731 2 .444 
[16.] 1.486 3 .974 
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[17,] 1.495 2.800 
[18.] 1.417 2.950 
[19,] 1.296 3.873 
[20,] 1.285 2.865 
[21,] 1.227 2.833 
> 
3.5 Stage 2 Estimation and Estimation of F j < { t )  
Run Stage 2 estimation on the model distribution parameters: 
> fatigue.s2.est <- f.2s.stage2.est(fatigue.sl.transf.est) 
> fatigue.s2.est 
$theta.mean; 
[1] 1.845 2.838 
$theta.var: 
[ , 1 ]  [ , 2 ]  
[1,] 0.1470 -0.1262 
[2,] -0.1262 0.4739 
$error.var: 
[1] 3.407e-05 
$kappa: 
[1] 0.5 2 
$constant : 
[1] 0 1 
> 
Note that the estimate of the variance covariance matrix $theta.var is positive 
definite, so there is no need, in this case, for the adjustment given by Amemiya's 
procedure (1985). 
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We estimate the time-to-failure distribution by using 100,000 points for 
constructing cumulative relative frequency at times 0.055,0.060, • • • ,0.25 million cy­
cles (40 inspection time points) based on the two-stage estimates: 
> fatigue.cdf.est <- f.cdf.est(cdf.trials=le05, 
+ time.range=seq(from=0.055, by=0.005, to=0.250), 
+ estimates=fatigue.s2.est, model=fatigue.model) 
+ 
> fatigue.cdf.est 
$prob: 
[1] 0.00000 0.00001 0.00005 0.00027 0.00143 0.00564 0.01636 0.04007 
[9] 0.07909 0.13479 0.20859 0.29512 0.38904 0.48088 0.56821 0.64631 
[17] 0.71559 0.77542 0.82446 0.86328 0.89435 0.91947 0.93793 0.95307 
[25] 0.96412 0.97272 0.97943 0.98438 0.98806 0.99123 0.99338 0.99490 
[33] 0.99624 0.99701 0.99770 0.99817 0.99856 0.99884 0.99915 0.99930 
$time.range: 
[1] 0, ,055 0, ,060 0.065 0, ,070 0. ,075 0, ,080 0.085 0, ,090 
[9] 0 .095 0, .100 0, ,105 0, ,110 0, ,115 0, ,120 0, ,125 0, ,130 
[17] 0, .135 0, ,140 0, ,145 0, ,150 0, ,155 0, ,160 0, ,165 0. ,170 
[25] 0. .175 0, ,180 0, ,185 0. ,190 0, 195 0, ,200 0, ,205 0, ,210 
[33] 0, .215 0, ,220 0, ,225 0, ,230 0, ,235 0, ,240 0, ,245 0, ,250 
> 
We can plot this estimated time-to-failure distribution. Figure 13, 
> f.cdf.plot(fatigue.cdf.est, label=fatigue.data) 
> 
3.6 Bootstrap Simulation of Confidence Intervals on F j < { t )  
First, we set up the necessary information for running the bootstrap simula­
tion. That is, we specify 10,000 time points for constructing the cumulative rel­
ative frequency at times 0.055,0.060, •••, 0.25 (40 time points). This is same as 
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used in estimating time-to-failure distribution, based on two-stage estimates, stored 
in fatigue.s2.est (which has the same setup as in fatigue.data). The bootstrap 
samples will be stored in files fatigue .boot. 1, fatigue .boot. 2, ..., 
fatigue.boot.40: 
> fatigue.boot.setup <- f.boot.setup(cdf.trials=le4, 
+ file.save="fatigue.boot.", 
+ time.range=seq(from=0.055, by=0.005, length=40), 
+ estimates=fatigue.s2.est, 
+ data=fatigue.data, model=fatigue.model, 
+ cdf.estimate=fatigue.cdf.est, loop=10) 
> 
where loop=10 is to set the bootstrap estimated time-to-failure distribution to be 
written out to UNIX files every 10 bootstrap loops. To use this setup, we save it to 
another generic object name 
> boot.setup <- fatigue.boot.setup 
> 
which makes boot. setup available in the data base being used in f .boot. simulate 
below. 
Then, we generate bootstrap samples of the estimated F i j ' ( t )  by iterating the two-
stage estimation and the estimation of Fy(i) with pseudo sample paths (simulated 
test units), 
> f.iterate(400) 
> 
This will run 4000 = 400 x 10 bootstrap loops in the background. 
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After all of the bootstrap sample results have been written to their respective 
files, we can construct bootstrap pointwise confidence intervals of the estimated time-
to-failure distribution function, using Efron's percentile method 
> fatigue.boot.pet <- f.boot.pet( 
+ time.range=fatigue.boot.S0tup$time.range 
+ boot.setup=fatigue.boot.setup) 
> 
or, using Efron's bias-corrected percentile method 
> fatigue.boot.be.pet <- f.boot.be.pet( 
+ time.range=fatigue.boot.setup$time.range 
+ boot.setup=fatigue.boot.setup) 
> 
These functions will compute two-sided (by default) 90% and 80% (by default) boot­
strap confidence intervals of ^^<{1) at times 0.055,0.060, - -, 0.25, from the bootstrap 
samples stored in files fatigue.boot.1, fatigue.boot.2, ..., fatigue.boot.40, as 
specified in fatigue.boot.setup. 
Then we can plot the percentile bootstrap confidence intervals of as in 
Figure 14, 
> f.cdf.plot(fatigue.boot.pet, label=fatigue.data) 
> 
and/or the bias-corrected percentile bootstrap confidence intervals, as in Figure 15, 
> f.edf.plot(fatigue.boot.be.pet, label=fatigue.data) 
> 
Then, we give the Stage 2 estimates without the Box-Cox transformation, kappa 
=c(l, 1) and eonstant=e(l, 1), 
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> fatigue.s2.est.notransf 
$theta.mean: 
[1] 2.7319974 0.5693713 
$theta.var: 
C.l] C.2] 
[1,] 0.54527709 -0.09319257 
[2,] -0.09319257 0.06653787 
$error.var: 
[1] 3.406666e-05 
$kappa; 
[1] 1 1 
$constant : 
[1] 1 0 
> 
In Figure 16, we give the estimates F j < { t )  of the time-to-failure distribution 
obtained with and without the Box-Cox transformation. We notice that the difference 
in the estimates of Fj'[t) due to the Box-Cox transformation is not large, which agrees 
with the examination in choosing the transformation coefficients in Section 3.4. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK 
The computer routines presented in this paper can be used to analyze degrada­
tion data from a larger class of models. There are, however, a number of extensions 
that would be useful to fit data to other models. In particular, our S-Plus functions 
could be generalized to 
• Include possible acceleration factors (such as temperature or voltage) as ex­
planatory variables. 
• Allow the use of differential equations to specify a path model. 
• Allow models that, have no closed form expression for the inverse of path model. 
• Generalization of the multivariate normal assumption of the (transformed) ran­
dom effects. 
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APPENDIX A: DOCUMENTATION OF S FUNCTIONS 
Stage 1 Estimation of the Two-Stage Method 
DESCRIPTION: 
Stage 1 estimation: nonlinear least squares, using "nlmin", 
or linear least squares. 
USAGE: 
f.2s.stagel.est(data, model=NULL, no.intercept=F, no,slope=F, 
transf.x=l, transf.y=l, tol=le-05, sim=F) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
data: a list of information, obtained by "f.data.input", 
about degradation data. 
model: a list of information, obtained "f.model.input", about 
degradation model. 
no.intercept: for linear degradation model only. Default is 
FALSE. 
no.slope: for linear degradation model only. Default is FALSE, 
transf.x: transform the inspection time. Default is 1. Some 
possible values are, e.g. -1, 0, 0.5, and 2, corresponding 
to inverse, log, square root, eoid square, respectively, 
transf.y: transform the degradation measure. Default is 1. 
See above. 
toi: tolerance for nonlinear least squares fitting. Default is 
le-05. 
sim: simulation flag, if TRUE, to skip memy checking steps. 
VALUE : 
a list with the following components: 
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beta: estimates of model parameters. 
var.beta: estimates of variance-covariance of model parameters, 
var.error: estimate of error variance. 
df: degrees of freedom. 
unit.n: number of (test) units. 
REFERENCES : 
see REFERENCES in "nlmin" for nonlinear least squares. 
SEE ALSO: 
nlmin, hessian, f.2s.stagel.obj. 
EXAMPLES: 
stagel.est <- f.2s.stagel(fatigue.data, fatigue.model) 
# Stage 1 estimates of fatigue crack data. 
Objective Function for Stage 1 Estimation of the Two-Stage Method 
DESCRIPTION: 
Objective function for Stage 1 estimation of two-stage 
method of the two-stage method. 
USAGE: 
f.2s.stage1.obj(b, x=NULL, y=NULL, f.function=NULL, 
f.response=NULL) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
b: model parameters to be estimated. 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS : providing an easy way of checking the func­
tion and obtaining the objective value. 
x: inspection time. 
y : degradation measure. 
f.function: function of degradation model. 
f.response: function of degradation response. 
VALUE: 
objective value: sum of squared residuals. 
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NOTE: 
If "y" and "x" are not given, they must be available from 
from frame 1 (as in nonlinear least squares fitting). 
SEE ALSO: 
f.2s.stagel.est. 
EXAMPLES: 
est.obj <- f.2s.stagel.obj(c(2,l), x=x.time, 
y=y.measure, f.function=path.function, 
f.response=path.response) 
# Obtain the objective function value for a parameter 
# value (2,1) with given inspection times "x.time" 
# and measures "y.measure". 
# The functions of degradation model and response are 
# "path.function" and "path.response". 
Adjustment of Stage 1 Estimates for the Two-Stage Method 
DESCRIPTION: 
Adjust Stage 1 estimates of the two-stage method and their 
corresponding variance estimates for the Box-Cox transfor­
mation. 
USAGE : 
f.2s.stagel.transf.est(estimate, lambda, constant=NULL) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
estimate: a list of Stage 1 estimates, obtained by 
"f.2s.stagel.est". 
lambda: Box-Cox transformation coefficients; for multivariate 
case, must have length(lambda) = ncol(estimate$beta). 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
constant: added to variable(s) to make positive values before 
transformation; for multivariate case, must have 
length(constant) = ncol(estimate$beta). 
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VALUE: 
a list, with the following components 
bêta: transformed estimates of model parameters. 
var.beta: adjusted estimates of variance-covariance of model 
parameters. 
var.error: from input "estimate". 
df: from input "estimate". 
unit.n: from input. 
lambda : from input. 
constant : from input. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.bctransf.fun. 
EXAMPLES: 
stagel.transf.est <- f.2s.stagel.transf.est(stagel.est) 
# adjusted Stage 1 estimates. 
Stage 2 Estimation of the Two-Stage Method 
DESCRIPTION : 
Compute Stage 2 estimates of the two-stage method. 
USAGE: 
f.2s.stage2.est(estimate) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
estimate: a list of Stage 1 (adjusted) estimates, obtained by 
"f.2s.stagel.transf.est" or "f.2s.stagel.est". 
VALUE: 
a list with the following components 
theta.mean: estimate of path model distribution mean, 
theta.var: estimate of path model distribution variance-
covariance . 
error.var: estimate of error variance. 
lambda: Box-Cox transformation coefficients. Included only if 
it is in the input "estimate". 
constant: add-in constant. Included only if it is in the input 
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"estimate". 
SEE ALSO: 
f.2s.stagel.est, f.2s.stagel.transf.est. 
EXAMPLES: 
stage2.est <- f.2s.stage2.est(stagel.est) 
# Stage 2 estimates of using unadjusted Stage 1 
# estimates. 
stage2.est <- f.2s.stage2.est(stagel.transf.est) 
# Stage 2 estimates of using adjusted Stage 1 estimates. 
Compute the Box-Cox Transformation 
DESCRIPTION: 
Compute Box-Cox transformation, multivariate or univariate 
USAGE: 
f.bctransf.fun(z, lambda, constant=NULL) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
z: data matrix (or vector) to be transformed; for multivari­
ate transformation, columns correspond to variables, 
lambda: transformation coefficients; for multivariate case, 
must have length(lambda) = ncol(z). 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
constant: added to variable(s) to make positive values before 
transformation; for multivariate case, must have 
length(constant) = ncol(z). This is not used when z=NULL. 
VALUE: 
transformed data matrix (or vector). 
REFERENCES : 
Box, G. E. P., and Cox, D. R. (1964), "The Analysis of 
Transformations", Journal of the Royal Statistical So­
ciety: B, 26, 211-252. 
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Andrews, D. F., Gneinadesikan, R., and Warner, J. L. 
(1971), "Transformations of Multivariate Data", 
Biometrics, 27, 825-840. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.boxcox.transf, f.bctransf.obj, f.bctransf.inv. 
EXAMPLES: 
beta <- f.bctransf.fun(stagel.est$beta, c(0.5, 2), c(0, 1)) 
# transform the stage 1 estimates, "stage!.est$beta", 
# using Box-Cox transformation with coefficients: (0.5, 
# and adding constant 1 to the second variable. 
Compute the Inverse of the Box-Cox Transformation 
DESCRIPTION: 
Compute the inverse of the Box-Cox transformation, mul­
tivariate or univariate. 
USAGE: 
f.bctransf.inv(z, lambda, constant=NULL) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
z: the "transformed" data matrix (or vector); for multivari­
ate case, columns correspond to variables. 
lambda: transformation coefficients; for multivariate case, 
must have length(lambda) = ncol(z). 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
constant: subtract from the resulting matrix (or vector), 
corresponding to the add-in constant in f.bctransf.fun; 
for multivariate case, must have length(constemt) = 
ncol(z). 
VALUE: 
the inverse of the data matrix (or vector). 
REFERENCES : 
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see REFERENCES in "f.boxcox.transf". 
SEE ALSO: 
f.boxcox.transf, f.bctransf.obj, f.bctransf.fun. 
EXAMPLES: 
beta <- f.bctransf.fun(simulate$beta, c(0.5, 2), c(0, 1)) 
# inverse transform the simulated beta, 
# "simulate$beta", using Box-Cox transformation with 
# coefficients: (0.5, 2) and subtracting constant 1 
# from the second variable. 
Objective Function for the Box-Cox Transformation 
DESCRIPTION: 
Objective function used for finding coefficients of the 
Box-Cox transformation by maximum likelihood estimation, 
called by "f.boxcox.transf"; also for obtaining maximum 
likelihood objective function value for given transform­
ation coefficient(s) and data matrix (or vector). 
USAGE : 
f.bctransf.obj(lambda, z=NULL, constant=NULL) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
lambda: Box-Cox transformation coefficients. 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS : 
z: default is NULL, otherwise must be on frame 1. 
constant: added to variable(s) to make positive values before 
transformation; for multivariate case, must have 
length(constant) = ncol(z). This is not used when z=NULL. 
VALUE: 
negative objective function value when z=NULL, primarily 
used in "f.boxcox.transf"; otherwise, objective function 
value for the data matrix (or vector) input in "z" and 
transformation coefficients "lambda". 
NOTE: 
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When z=NULL the data matrix (or vector) "z" has to be 
obtained from frame 1, because it is called by 
"f.boxcox.transf". 
REFERENCES : 
Box, G. E. P., and Cox, D. R. (1964), "The Analysis of 
Transformations", Journal of the Royal Statistical So­
ciety: B, 26, 211-252. 
Andrews, D. F., Gnanadesikan, R., and Warner, J. L. 
(1971), "Transformations of Multivariate Data", 
Biometrics, 27, 825-840. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.boxcox.transf, f.bctransf.fun, f.bctransf.inv. 
EXAMPLES : 
f.bctransf.obj(c(0.5, 2), stagel.est$beta) 
# obtain the (maximum likelihood) objective value of 
# the estimates, "stagel.est$beta", with transformation 
# coefficients (0.5, 2). 
Box-Cox Transformation Likelihood Plot 
DESCRIPTION: 
Box-Cox transformation likelihood plot for univariate or 
bivariate (a contour). 
USAGE: 
f.bctransf.plot(z, constant=NULL, size=15, 
lower.end=-3, upper.end=3, 
title="", nint=10, retain.par=F) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
z: data matrix (or vector); for multivariate case, columns 
correspond to variables. 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
constant: added to variable(s) to make positive values before 
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transformation; for bivariate case, must have 
length(constant) = ncol(z), Default is NULL. 
size: size of the plot, defined as number of points at which 
the likelihood is to be evaluated. For bivariate case, 
input can be a vector of length 2: first one is the 
size for Lambda 1, and second one for Lambda 2; otherwise 
both use the same "size". Default is 15. 
lower.end: lower end point at which likelihood is to be evalu­
ated. For bivariate case, input can be a vector of length 
2: the first element is the size for Lambda 1, and the 
second element is for Lambda 2; otherwise both use the 
same "lower.end". Default is -3. 
upper.end: upper end point at which likelihood is to be evalu­
ated. For bivariate case, input can be a vector of length 
2: the first element is the size for Lambda 1, and the 
second element for Lambda 2; otherwise both using the 
same "upper.end". Default is 3. 
title: title for the plot. 
nint: the approximate number of contour intervals, for 
bivariate case only. 
retain.par: retain the plot setting; should be FALSE if called 
by a multiple plot. Default is TRUE. 
VALUE: 
a list with the following components 
lambda : vector of lambda values which likelihood being evaluat­
ed at; for univariate case only. 
lambda.1 : vector of the lambda 1 values which likelihood being 
evaluated at; for bivariate case only. 
lambda.2: vector of the lambda 2 values which likelihood being 
evaluated at; for bivariate case only. 
maxlik: matrix (or vector), depending on dimension, of maximum 
likelihood values being evaluated. 
NOTE: 
"f.qq.plot" will be called when dimension is higher than 
2 .  
SEE ALSO: 
f.qq.plot, f.bctransf.fun. Bootstrap Bias-Corrected 
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EXAMPLES : 
f.bctransf.plot(si.0st$beta, size=c(30, 50)) 
# Box-Cox transformation contour plot with size of 
# 30 (for lambda 1) by 50 (for lambda 2). 
Bias-Corrected Percentile Bootstrap Confidence Intervals 
for the Time-to-Failure Distribution 
DESCRIPTION: 
Construct pointwise confidence intervals of a (previously) 
simulated bootstrap time-to-failure distribution using 
Efron's bias-corrected percentile method. 
USAGE: 
f.boot.be.pet(time.range, boot.setup, 
conf.level=c(0.1, 0.2), 
which.side="two", auto.cut=FALSE) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
time.remge: desired time reinge, that has to be within 
"boot.setup$time.range". 
boot.setup: a list of setup for bootstrap simulation, obtained 
by "f.boot.setup". 
conf.level: confidence levels. Default is c(0.1, 0.2). 
which.side: "two" for two-sided or "upper" or "lower" for 
one-sided. 
auto.cut: trim the intervals when either estimated distribution 
function or bootstrap distribution function have values of 
0 or 1. 
VALUE: 
a list with the following components: 
cdf.limits: matrix giving confidence limits of the time-to-
failure distribution. The number of columns of this matrix 
depends on "cdf.level" and "which.side". 
time.range : desired time. 
cdf.level: from input. 
which.side : from input. 
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cdf.est: estimated distribution function, from "boot.setup", 
method: "Bias-Corrected Percentile", name of the method, 
limit.location: matrix giving the location of the confidence 
limits in the bootstrap samples. 
bias.correct ; matrix giving the bias correction factor, 
auto.cut : from input. 
REFERENCES : 
Efron, B., and Tibshirani, R. (1986), "Bootstrap methods 
for standard errors, confidence intervals, and other meas­
ures of statistical accuracy". Statistical. Science, 1, 
54-77. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.boot.pet. 
EXAMPLES: 
boot.be.pet <- f.boot.be.pet(boot.setup$time.range, 
boot.setup) 
# construct two-sided (default) 90% and 80% (default) 
# bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals of 
# time-to-distribution on the same time range as given 
# in "boot.setup", obtained earlier by "f.boot.setup". 
# The bootstrap samples are stored in file defined in 
# "boot.setup". 
Write Out Bootstrap Samples of the Time-to-Failure Distribution 
DESCRIPTION: 
Write out the bootstrap samples of time-to-failure distri­
bution as Unix text files after each bootstrap simulation 
loop. This is mainly used inside of "f.boot.sim". 
USAGE: 
f.boot.cdfwrite(cdf.est, setup) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
cdf.est: bootstrap estimated distribution function. 
setup: a list of bootstrap setup information, previously 
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obtained by using "f.boot.setup". 
SEE ALSO: 
f.boot.setup, f.boot.sim. 
Percentile Bootstrap Confidence Intervals of 
the Time-to-Failure Distribution 
DESCRIPTION: 
Construct pointwise confidence intervals of a (previously) 
simulated bootstrap time-to-failure distribution using 
Efron's percentile method. 
USAGE : 
f.boot.pet(time.range, boot.setup, conf.lev0l=c(O.l, 0.2), 
which.side="two") 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
time, range: desired time range, that has to be within 
"boot.setup$time.range". 
boot.setup: a list of setup information for bootstrap simulat­
ion, obtained using "f.boot.setup". 
conf.level: confidence levels. Default is c(0.1, 0.2). 
which.side: "two" for two-sided or "upper" or "lower" for 
one-sided. 
VALUE : 
a list with the following components: 
cdf.limits: matrix giving confidence limits of time-to-failure 
distribution. The number of columns of this matrix 
depends on "cdf.level" and "which.side". 
time.range: desired time. 
cdf.level: from input. 
which.side: from input. 
cdf.est: estimated distribution function, from boot.setup, 
method: "Percentile", name of the method. 
limit.location: matrix giving the location of the confidence 
limits in the bootstrap samples. 
REFERENCES : 
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Efron, B., and Tibshirani, R. (1986), "Bootstrap methods 
for standard errors, confidence intervals, and other meas­
ures of statistical accuracy". Statistical Science, 1, 
54-77. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.boot.be.pet. 
EXAMPLES: 
boot.pet <- f.boot.pet(boot.setup$time.range, boot.setup) 
# construct two-sided (default) 90% and 80% (default) 
# bootstrap confidence intervals of time-to-failure 
# distribution over the same time range as given in 
# "boot.setup", obtained by "f.boot.setup". 
# The bootstrap samples are stored in file defined in 
# "boot.setup". 
the Time-to-Failure Distribution 
Setup For Bootstrap Simulation for Estimating 
DESCRIPTION: 
Setup necessary for running bootstrap simulation of es­
timating time-to-failure distribution using "f.iterate". 
USAGE: 
f.boot.setup(cdf.trials, file.save, time.range, estimates, 
data, model, cdf.estimate, loop=10) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
cdf.trials: number of points to form cumulative relative fre­
quency for estimating the distribution function. Suggested 
value is 10,000. 
file.save: character string of UNIX filename that stores 
bootstrap samples. 
time.range: range of inspection time of interest. 
estimates: model distribution estimates, e.g. using two-stage 
estimates obtained by "f.2s.stage2.est", 
data: list of degradation data information, obtained from 
"f.data.input". 
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model: list of degradation model information, obtained from 
"f.model.input". 
cdf.estimate: estimated time-to-failure distribution function, 
obtained from "f.cdf.est". 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
loop: default is 10; the resulting bootstrap samples will be 
written out by "f.boot.cdfwrite" every 10 bootstrap runs. 
VALUE: 
a list with the components exactly the same as input argu­
ments. 
NOTE: 
this function is just provide a link to the information 
that needed in the bootstrap simulation, used by function 
"f.iterate", a simplified version of "Iterate". 
SEE ALSO: 
f.boot.sim, f.iterate. Iterate. 
EXAMPLES : 
boot.setup <- f.boot.setup(1000, "boot.", 1:10, 
stage2.est, deg.data, deg.model, deg.cdf.est) 
# set up 1000 points for constructing estimated 
# distribution function (cumulative relative frequency), 
# bootstrap samples will be stored in UNIX files 
# "boot.l", "boot.2", ... , "boot.10". 
Bootstrap Simulation for Estimating the Time-to-Failure Distribution 
DESCRIPTION: 
Bootstrap simulation for estimating the time-to-failure 
distribution using the two-stage method. 
USAGE: 
f .boot. simO 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
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this is an argument-free function but all the necessary 
information is carried through "boot.setup". 
WARNING : 
boot.setup has to be carried out, by "f.boot.setup" be­
fore running the bootstrap simulation using "f.iterate". 
NOTE: 
"f.iterate" is a modified version of "Iterate". 
REFERENCES ; 
see documentation of "Iterate". 
SEE ALSO; 
Iterate, f.boot.setup, f.boot.cdfwrite. 
Box-Cox Transformation For Normality 
DESCRIPTION: 
Finding the maximum likelihood estimate of the multivari 
ate or univariate Box-Cox transformation vector. 
USAGE: 
f.boxcox.transf(z, kappa=maxix(l, ncol(as.matrix(z)), 
constant=NULL) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
z: data matrix (or vector) to be transformed; for multivari 
ate transformation, columns correspond to variables. 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS : 
kappa: Box-Cox transformation coefficients; for multivariate 
case, must have length(kappa) = ncol(z). Default is vec­
tor of I's, having the same length as z. 
constant: add to variable(s) to make positive values; for mul 
tivariate case, must have length(constant) = ncol(z). De 
fault is NULL. 
VALUE: 
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a list with the following components: 
coef: Box-Cox transformation coefficients. 
value: value of likelihood at its maximum. 
REFERENCES : 
Box, G. E. P., and Cox, D. R. (1964), "The Analysis of 
Transformations", Journal of the Royal Statistical So­
ciety: B, 26, 211-252. 
Andrews, D. F., Gnanadesikan, R., and Warner, 
(1971), "Transformations of Multivariate 
Biometrics, 27, 825-840. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.bctransf.obj, f.bctransf.fun, f.bctransf.inv, nlmin. 
EXAMPLES : 
boxcox <- f.boxcox.transf(stagel.est$beta) 
# find appropriate Box-Cox transformation coefficients 
#for the stage 1 estimates. 
Estimation of the Time-to-Failure Distribution Function 
DESCRIPTION: 
Estimating time-to-failure distribution function using cu­
mulative relative frequency. 
USAGE: 
f.cdf.est(cdf.trials, time.range, estimate, 
begin.end=c(0, lelOO)) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
cdf.trials: number of points to form cumulative relative fre­
quency in estimating distribution function. Suggested 
value is 10,000, needed to tie this to how far in the tail 
of the time-to-failure distribution we need to estimate, 
time.range: range of inspection time of interest. 
estimate: model distribution estimates, e.g. using two-stage 
estimates obtained by "f.2s.stage2.est". 
J. L. 
Data", 
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OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
begin.end: set up for two end points in using "cut", eind "ta­
bulate" for constructing cumulative relative frequency. 
VALUE: 
a list with the following components: 
prob: estimated time-to-failure distribution function, 
time.range: time range for the estimated distribution func­
tion. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.bctransf.inv, f.path.inverse. 
EXAMPLES: 
cdf.est <- f.cdf.est(le04, 1:10, stage2.est) 
# estimate time-to-failure distribution function, 
# using 1000 points for cumulative relative frequency, 
# on time 1, 2, ..., 10, 
# based on two-stage estimation: stage2.est. 
Chi-square Quantiles versus Squared Mahalanobis Distances 
DESCRIPTION: 
Compute squared Mahalanobis distances with corresponding 
chi-square quantiles for examining the Box-Cox transforma­
tion for multivariate normality. 
USAGE: 
f.chiqmdist(z) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
z: data matrix with variables in column vectors 
VALUE: 
a list with the following components: 
distance: squared Mahalanobis distances 
quantile: chi-square corresponding quantiles. 
df: degrees of freedom of corresponding chi-square distribu­
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tion. 
NOTE: 
the output of this function is mainly for graphicsil use. 
REFERENCES : 
Seber, G. A. F. (1984), Multivariate Observations, New 
York: John Wiley — Section 1.5 and pp. 152-153. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.chi2qq.plot, f.boxcox.transf. 
Fitting Degradation Path Data . 
DESCRIPTION: 
Fits a linear or nonlinear model, by linear or nonlinear 
least squares to degradation path data; two-stage estima­
tion used for fitting more than one selected path data. 
USAGE: 
f.data.fit(data, select.path=l, path.function=NULL, 
start.value=NULL, tol=le-05, 
no.intercept=F, no.slope=F, transf.x=l, 
transf.y=l, transform=F, kappa=NULL, 
title="", xlab=NULL, ylab=NULL) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS : 
data: a list of information, obtained by "f.data.input", 
about degradation data; or a matrix, consisting with in­
spection time in column 1 and degradation measures in the 
rest of the columns. 
select.path: a scalar for selecting a single path; or a vector 
for selecting several paths. Default is 1. 
path.function: function of degradation model; only for non­
linear least squares. Default is NULL, corresponding to 
linear least squares fitting. 
start.value: vector of starting value for fitting nonlinear 
least squares. 
toi: tolerance for nonlinear least squares fitting. Default is 
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le-05. 
no.intercept: for linear degradation model only. Default is 
FALSE. 
no.slope: for linear degradation model only. Default is FALSE, 
transf.x: transform the inspection time. Default is 1. Other 
possible values are, e.g. -1, 0, 0.5, and 2, corresponding 
to inverse, log, squeure root, and square, respectively, 
transf.y : transform the degradation measure. Default is 1. 
See above "transf.x". 
transform: performing the Box-Cox transformation on the 
reindom-effect model parameters; only for more than one 
selected path data: length(select.path) > 1. Default is 
FALSE. 
kappa: Box-Cox transformation coefficients; for multivariate 
case, must have the length matched with the length of 
random-effect model parameters. Default is FALSE, if 
"transform" is TRUE, then "kappa" will be the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the transformation. 
title: title of the analysis. 
xlab: label for inspection time. 
ylab: label for degradation measure. 
VALUE: 
depends on the input as follows: 
for single selected path: length(select.path) = 1, a mult­
iple diagnostic plot, linear or nonlinear, consisting of 
a data plot with fitted values, a residual plot, a normal 
quantile plot, and an ACF plot of residuals. 
Also a list with the following components 
beta: estimates of the model parameters. 
var.beta: estimates of the variance-covariance matrix of the 
model parameters. 
std.error: estimate of error standard deviation, 
df: degrees of freedom. 
for more than one selected paths: length(select.path) > 1, 
a multiple diagnostic plot, linear or nonlinear, consist­
ing of a plot of estimates and a Chi-square Q-Q plot. If 
"kappa" is given, then an additional plot of the 
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tremsformed estimates is produced and the Chi-square Q-Q 
plot also includes the transformed estimates. If 
"transform" is TRUE, and "kappa" not given, then em addi­
tional plot of the transformed estimates is produced, the 
Chi-square Q-Q plot also includes the transformed esti­
mates, and, if the model parameters are one or two dimen­
sional, a Box-Cox transformed likelihood (contour, for 
two-dimensional case) plot also is produced. 
Also a list with the following components, will be return­
ed as the result if either "transform" is TRUE or "kappa" 
is given, 
theta.mean: estimate of the path model distribution mean, 
theta.var: estimate of the pathd model distribution variance-
covariance. 
std.error: estimate of standard error. 
kappa: Box-Cox transformation coefficients, only when either 
"transform" is TRUE or "kappa" is given. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.data.plot, f.2s.stagel.est, f.2s.stagel.transf.est, 
f.2s.stage2.est. 
EXAMPLES: 
f.data.plot(fatigue.data, select.path=10, transf.y=0) 
# Fit a linear model to the 10th path in 
# "fatigue.data" as the degradation measures with 
# log transformation. 
f.data.plot(fatigue.data, select.path=10, transf.y=0, 
path.function=fatigue.function, 
start.value=c(4, 1.5)) 
# Fit a nonlinear model, based on the path function 
# "fatigue.function", to the 10th path in 
# "fatigue.data". 
f.data.plot(fatigue.data, select.path=l:21, transf.y=0, 
path.function=fatigue.function, 
start.value=c(4, 1.5)) 
# Fit a nonlinear model, based on the path function 
# "fatigue.function", to all 21 paths in 
# "fatigue.data". 
f.data.plot(fatigue.data, select.path=l:21, transf.y=0. 
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path.funct ion=f at igue.funct ion, 
start.value=c(4, 1.5), 
transform=T) 
# Fit a nonlinear model, based on the path function 
# "fatigue.function", to all 21 paths in 
# "fatigue.data" with the Box-Cox transformation to 
# the path model parameters. 
Objective Function for Fitting Degradation Path Data 
DESCRIPTION: 
Objective function used for fitting degradation path 
data and called by "f.data.fit". 
USAGE : 
f.data.fit.obj(b) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS; 
b: model parameters to be estimated. 
VALUE: 
objective function value: sum of squared residuals. 
NOTE: 
The inspection time "x" and degradation measure "y" 
must be available from frame 1. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.data.fit. 
Input Information About Degradation Data 
DESCRIPTION: 
Input information about degradation data 
USAGE: 
f.data.input(data.file, unit.n, time.range, deg.level, 
title=NULL, measure.unit=NULL, time.unit=NULL) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
data.file: UNIX file of degradation measures in the form of 
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coluinn for unit and row for inspection time. 
unit.n: number of test units. 
time.range : inspection time range. 
deg.level: the critical degradation level. 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
title: title of the analysis. 
measure.unit: unit of degradation measure. 
time.unit: unit of inspection time. 
VALUE : 
a list with the following components 
data.matrix: matrix of simulated degradation sample paths, 
columns corresponding to units. 
time.range: from input. 
unit.n: from input. 
deg.level: from input. 
title: from input. 
measure.unit: from input. 
time.unit: from input. 
start.value: for nonlinear least squares fitting in 
"f.2s.stagel.est". Default is NULL. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.model.input. 
EXAMPLES: 
fatigue.data <- f.data.input("fatigue,d", 21, 1:12, 1.6) 
# input information about degradation data: 
# reading degradation measures from UNIX file 
# "fatigue.d", 21 test units, inspection times are: 
# 1, 2, ..., 12, and the critical degradation level 
# is 1.6. 
Plotting Degradation Path Data 
DESCRIPTION: 
Plotting selected degradation path data. 
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USAGE: 
f.data.plot(data, select.path=l:ncol(data$data.matrix), 
transf.x=l, transf.y=l, linear.fit=F) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS : 
data: a list of information, obtained by "f.data.input", 
about degradation data. 
transf.x: transform the inspection time. Default is 1. Other 
possible values are, e.g. -1, 0, 0.5, and 2, corresponding 
to inverse, log, square root, and square, respectively, 
transf.y: transform the degradation measures. Default is 1. 
See above "transf.x". 
select.path: a scalar for selecting a single path; vector for 
selecting several paths. Default is all the paths. 
linear, fit: fit a linear line to the path, only when 
length(select.path) =1. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.data.fit. 
EXAMPLES: 
f.data.plot(f at igue.dat a) 
# Plot all the paths in "fatigue.data". 
f.data.plot(fatigue.data, transf.y=0) 
# Plot all the paths in "fatigue.data" as the degradation 
# measures with log transformation. 
f.data.plot(fatigue.data, select.path=10, transf.y=0, 
linear.fit=T) 
# Plot the 10th path in "fatigue.data", as the degradation 
# measures with log transformation, and a fitted line. 
Compute the Inverse of a Matrix 
DESCRIPTION: 
Compute the inverse of a matrix using "qr", similar to 
"solve", but the desired tolerance cam be specified. 
USAGE: 
f.invert(a, tol=le-05) 
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REQUIRED ARGUMENTS : 
a: matrix of coefficients. Must be square and non-singular, 
toi: tolerance for detecting linear dependencies among columns 
of "a". Default is le-05. 
VALUE: 
the inverse of "a". 
REFERENCES: 
see REFERENCES in "solve" and "qr". 
SEE ALSO: 
solve, qr. 
EXAMPLES: 
var.matrix.inv <- f.invert(var.matrix) 
# invert a variance covariance matrix with default 
# tolerance. 
Iteration of Computation for Large Simulation 
DESCRIPTION: 
A version of "Iterate" (by John Chambers) for computation 
putation in a large simulation but without the feature of 
returning values and reserving the iteration counts. 
USAGE: 
f.iterate(step, what, counter="boot.counter", wait=F) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
step: number of iterations. 
what: the name of the function to be called in each itera­
tion. This function must be em argumentless function. 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
counter: the name of an object used as a counter for the 
iteration. Default is "boot.counter". 
wait: Default is FALSE to run the simulation as a background 
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job. 
REFERENCES : 
see REFERENCES in "Iterate". 
SEE ALSO: 
Iterate, f.onestep. 
EXAMPLES: 
f.iterate(100, what="f.boot.sim") 
# run 100 bootstrap simulation "f.boot.sim" in 
# background. 
Input Information About Degradation Path Model 
DESCRIPTION: 
Input information about degradation path model. 
USAGE: 
f.model.input(f.function=NULL, f.response=NULL, 
f.simulâte=NULL, f.inverse=NULL, 
f.start=NULL, beta.dim=NULL) 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
f.function: degradation function. 
f.response: response function of degradation measures, 
f.simulate: simulate function of degradation sample paths, 
f.inverse: inverse function of the degradation function, 
f.start: function providing starting values for nonlinear 
least squares fitting. 
beta.dim: dimension of the path model parameters. 
VALUE: 
a list of the components exactly which is the same as the 
input arguments. 
NOTE: 
This function is just making a list of the necessary func­
tions for the degradation model. 
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SEE ALSO : 
f.data.input. 
EXAMPLES: 
fatigue.model <- f.model.input(fatigue.function, 
fatigue.response, fatigue.simulate, 
fatigue.inverse, 
fatigue.start, 2) 
# Set up all the functions eind give dimension of 
# the model parameters. 
Nonnegative Definite Estimate of Variance-Covariance Matrix 
DESCRIPTION: 
Compute nonnegative definite estimate of variance-
covariance matrix. 
USAGE: 
f.nng.var(ma, mb) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
ma: matrix corresponding to "sanple variance" of estimates, 
mb: matrix corresponding to "sample average" of estimated 
variance of estimates. 
VALUE: 
modified varianca-covariance matrix that is nonnegative 
. definite. 
REFERENCES : 
Amemiya, Y. (1985), "What should be done when an estimated 
between group covariance matrix is not non-negative defin­
ite?", The American Statistician, 39, 112-117. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.var.to.std. 
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Simulation Step Function 
DESCRIPTION: 
A modified version of "OneStep" (by John Chambers), 
simulation step function called by "f.iterate". 
USAGE : 
f.onestep(what, counter) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
what: the name of the function to be called on each itera­
tion. 
counter: the name of an object used as a counter for the 
iteration. 
REFERENCES : 
see REFERENCES in "Iterate" and "f.iterate" 
SEE ALSO: 
f.iterate, Iterate, OneStep. 
Simulation of Degradation Sample Paths 
DESCRIPTION: 
Simulate degradation sample paths based on the given model 
parameters (or estimates). 
USAGE: 
f.path.sim(estimate, data, model) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
estimate: a list of model parameters (or estimates), e.g. using 
the two-stage estimates obtained by "f.2s.stage2.est". 
data: obtained by "f.data.input", about degradation data, 
model: a list of information, obtained by "f.model.input", 
about degradation model. 
VALUE: 
a list with the following components 
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data.matrix: matrix of simulated degradation sample paths, 
columns corresponding to units. 
time.range: inspection time range, from input "data". 
unit.n: number of simulated degradation sample paths, from in­
put "data". 
deg.level: the critical degradation level, from input "data". 
title: title of the analysis, from input "data". 
measure.unit : unit of degradation measure, from input "data", 
time.unit: unit of inspection time, from input "data". 
start.value: starting values will be used in the nonlinear 
least squares fitting for Stage 1 estimation 
"f.2s.stagel.est"; values taking from the simulated param­
eters values. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.data.input, f.model.input, f.bctransf.inv, f.var.to.std. 
EXAMPLES : 
path.sim <- f.path.sim(stage2.est, fatigue.data, 
fatigue.model) 
# simulate path based on the two-stage estimate: 
# stage2.est, on the fatigue.data and fatigue.model. 
Q-Q Plot For Multivariate Normality 
DESCRIPTION: 
Produce Q-Q (Quantile-Quantile) plot for assessing mul­
tivariate normality. 
USAGE: 
f.qq.plot(z, kappa=NULL, constant=NULL, title="", 
ylab=NULL, retain.par=T) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
z: data matrix with variables in column. 
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS : 
kappa : Box-Cox transformation coefficients. transformation 
coefficients; for multivariate case, must have 
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length(kappa) = ncol(z). Default is NULL, indicating no 
transformation will be performed. 
constant: add to variable(s) to make positive values; for mul­
tivariate case, must have length(consteucit) = ncol(z) . De­
fault is NULL. 
title: title for the plot. 
ylab: label for y-axis, instead of using "Input Value", only 
for normal quantile plot. 
retain.par: retain the plot setting; FALSE for called into a 
multiple plot. Default is TRUE. 
VALUE: 
produce a plot of squared Mahalanobis distances versus 
corresponding chi-square quantiles. Box-Cox transformed 
scales will be included if the values of kappa is given. 
A normal quantile plot will be produced, instead, for 
univariate case when "z" is a vector. 
REFERENCES : 
Seber, G. A. F. (1984), Multivariate Observations, New 
York: John Wiley — pp. 542-544. 
Gnanadesikan, R. (1977), Methods for Statistical Data 
Analysis of Multivariate Observations, New York: John Wi­
ley — Section 6.2. 
SEE ALSO: 
f.chiqmdist. 
EXAMPLES: 
f.qq.plot(stagel.est$beta) 
# producing a chi-square Q-Q plot or a normal quantile 
# plot depends the "$beta". 
Compute Standard Deviation from Variance-Covariance 
DESCRIPTION: 
Compute standard deviation, in a general sense, as square 
root of variance-covariance: (var-cov)"(1/2). 
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USAGE: 
f. veir .to. std(var) 
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS: 
var: variance-covariance matrix. 
VALUE: 
the matrix of (variance-covariance)"(1/2). 
SEE ALSO: 
eigen. 
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APPENDIX B: S FUNCTIONS 
"f.2s.stagel.est"<-
function(data, model = NULL, no.intercept = F, no.slope = F, 
transf.X = 1, transf.y = 1, toi = le-05, sim = F) 
{ 
# 
# Stage 1 Estimation 
# 
if(!sim) { 
if(!is.matrix(data) && lis.list(data)) 
stop("\ndata must be either a matrix 
of X-, y-columns or a list\n") 
if(!is.null(model)) { 
if(lis.list(model)) 
stop("\nmodel must be an existing 
list\n") 
if(lis.function(model$f.function)) 
stop("\nmodel$f.function must 
be an existing furiction\n") 
if(I is.function(model$f.start)) 
stop("\nmodel$f.start must be 
an existing function\n") 
} 
> 
if(is.matrix(data)) { 
unit.n <- ncol(data) - 1 
XX <- dataC, 1] 
yy <- data[, 1:ncol(data)] 
} 
else { 
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vmit.n <- data$iinit.n 
XX <- data$time.range 
yy <- data$data.matrix 
} 
if(!sim&& is.null(model)) { 
if(any(xx <= 0) && transf.x == 0) 
stop("\nLog scale on not all positive 
x-values\n") 
if(any(xx < 0) && ! is.integer(transf.x)) 
stop("\nNon-integer power on not all 
non-negative x-values\n") 
yy.chk <- yy[!is.na(yy)] 
if(anyCyy.chk <= 0) && transf.y == 0) 
stop("\nLog scale on not all positive 
y-values\n") 
if(anyCyy.chk < 0) && ! is.integer(transf.y)) 
stop("\nKon-integer power on not all 
non-negative y-values\n") 
> 
if(is.null(model) ) 
beta.dim <- 2 
else beta.dim <- model$beta.dim 
if(no.intercept I no.slope) 
beta.dim <- 1 
beta <- matrix(NA, unit.n, beta.dim) 
var.beta <- matrix(NA, beta.dim * unit.n, beta.dim) 
var.error <- df <- rep(NA, unit.n) 
if(lis.null(model)) { 
assignC'f.function", model$f.function, frame 
if(is.null(model$f.response)) 
assign("f.response", NULL, frame = 1) 
else assign("f.response", model$f.response, 
frame =1) 
} 
for(i in l:unit.n) { 
y <- yyC. i] 
y <- y[!is.na(y)] 
if(is.null(model$f.response)) { 
if(transf.y == 0) 
y <- log(y) 
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else y <- y'trsmsf.y 
> 
y.length <- length(y) 
X <- xx[l:y.length] 
df.e <- y.length - beta.dim 
if(is.null(model)) { 
if(no.int ercept) 
X.matrix <- as.matrix(x) 
else if(no.slope) 
X.matrix <- matrix(l, y.length, 1) 
else X.matrix <- cbind(l, x) 
xx.inv <- f .invert(t(x.matrix) 
X. matrix) 
b <- xx.inv (t(x.matrix) %*% 
as.matrix(y)) 
residual <- y - x.matrix b 
var.e <- s\im(residual"2)/df.e 
var.b <- var.error * xx.inv 
} 
else { 
assignCy", y, frame = 1) 
assignC'x", x, frame = 1) 
if(is.null(data$start.value)) 
start.value <- model$f.start(x, y) 
else start.value <- data$start.value[, i] 
b <- nlmin(f.2s.stagel.obj, start.value, 
rfc.tol = toi, xc.tol = toi, 
xf.tol = tol)$x 
var.e <- f.2s.stagel.obj(b)/df.e 
var.b <- var.e * 2 * 
solve(hessian(f.2s.stagel.obj, b)) 
} 
beta[i, ] <- b 
j <- 1 + (i - 1) * beta.dim 
jj <- j + (beta.dim - 1) 
var.b.eta[j : jj , ] <- var.b 
var.error[i] <- var.e 
df[i] <- df.e 
} 
if(beta.dim == 1) { 
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beta <- as.vector(beta) 
var.beta <- as.vector(var.beta) 
} 
returndist(beta = beta, var.beta = var.beta, 
var.error = var.error, 
df = df, unit.n = unit.n)) 
} 
"f.2s.stagel.obj"<-
function(b, x = NULL, y = NULL, f.function = NULL, f.response = NULL) 
{ 
# 
# Objection Function of Degradation Model 
# Called in Stage 1 Estimation 
# 
if(is.null(x)) { 
y <- get("y", frame =1) 
X <- getC'x", frame = 1) 
f.function <- get("f.function", frame = 1) 
f.response <- get("f.response", frame =1) 
} 
if(! is.null(f.response)) 
y <- f.response(y) 
residual <- y - f.function(x, b) 
return(sum(residual"2)) 
} 
"f.2s.stagel.transf.est"<-
function(estimate, kappa, constant = NULL) 
# 
# Adjustment of Stage 1 Estimation 
# 
if(all(kappa ==!)){ 
if(is.null(constant)) 
beta <- estimate$beta - 1 
else beta <- t(t(estimate$beta) + constant) - 1 
returndist (beta = beta, 
var.beta = estimate$var.beta, 
var.error = estimate$var.error. 
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df = estimate$df, 
unit.n = estimate$tinit .n, 
kappa = kappa, constant = constant)) 
break 
} 
beta <- estimate$beta 
beta.dim <- ncol(as.matrix(beta)) 
if(beta.dim!=length(kappa)) 
stop("\nlength of kappa must equal to dim of 
beta\n") 
unit.n <- estimate$unit.n 
var.beta <- estimate$var.beta 
beta.transf <- f.bctransf.fun(beta, kappa, 
constant = const aint) 
if(beta.dim!=l) { 
for(i in l:\mit.n) { 
j <- 1 + (i - 1) * beta.dim 
jj <- j + (beta.dim - 1) 
gi <- diag(beta[i, ]"(kappa - 1)) 
var.beta[j : j j , ] <- gi */,*'/, 
var.betaEj : jj , ] gi 
} 
} 
else var.beta <- var.beta * (beta"(2 * (kappa - 1))) 
return(list(beta = beta.transf, var.beta = var.beta, 
var.error = estimate$var.error, df = estimate$df, 
unit.n = unit.n, kappa = kappa, 
constant = constant)) 
> 
"f.2s.Stages.est"<-
function(estimate) 
{ 
# 
# Stage 2 Estimation 
# 
beta <- as.matrix(estimate$beta) 
beta.dim <- ncol(beta) 
unit.n <- estimate$unit.n 
var.beta <- estiraate$var.beta 
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thêta.mean <- crossprod(beta, matrix(1, unit.n, l))/unit.n 
ma <- var(beta) 
if(beta.dim ==1) 
mb <- mean(var.beta) 
else { 
mb <- matrix(0, beta.dim, beta.dim) 
for(i in l:unit.n) { 
j <- 1 + (i - 1) * beta.dim 
jj <- j + (beta.dim - 1) 
mb <- mb + var.beta[j:jj, ] 
} 
mb <- mb/unit.n 
} 
theta.var <- f.nng.var(ma, mb) 
error.var <- crossprod(estimate$df, estimate$var.error) / 
sum ( estimate$df) 
if(is.null(estimate$kappa)) 
return(list(theta.mean = as.vector(theta.mean), 
theta.var = theta.var, 
error.var = as.vector(error.var))) 
else return(list(theta.mean = as.vector(theta.mean), 
theta.var = theta.var, 
error.var = as.vector(error.var), 
kappa = estimate$kappa, 
constant = estimate$constant)) 
} 
"f.bctransf.fun"<-
function(z, kappa, constant = NULL) 
{ 
# 
# Compute Box-Cox Transformation 
# 
if(is.null(constant) && any(z < 0)) 
stop("\nz must be non-negative for 
transformation\n") 
z <- as.matrix(z) 
if(! is.null(constant)) { 
if(length(constant)!=ncol(z)) 
stop("\nconstant must match with columns 
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of z\n") 
else z <- t(t(z) + constant) 
if (any (z) < 0) 
stop("\nz must be non-negative after 
adding constant\n") 
} 
if(ncol(z)!=length(kappa)) 
stop("Number of Variables and kappa do not 
match") 
zeros <- abs(kappa) <= 0.001 
if(any(zeros)) 
z[, zeros] <- log(z[, zeros]) 
if(any(!zeros)) 
z[, ! zeros] <- t((t(z[ i  !  zeros])"kappa[!zeros] -
l)/kappa[!zeros]) 
return(z) 
"f.bctransf.inv"<-
function(z, kappa, constsuit = NULL) 
{ 
# 
# Inverse of Box-Cox Transformation 
# 
z <- as.matrix(z) 
z.dim <- ncol(z) 
if(z.dim!=length(kappa)) 
stop("\nz and kappa do not match\n") 
if (lis. null (constant) && length ( constaint ) !=z. dim) 
stop("\nconstant and z do not match\n") 
z.keep <- (zC, 1] > -i/kappaCl]) 
if(z.dim >= 2) { 
for(i in 2:z.dim) 
z.keep <- z.keep & (z[, i] > -l/kappa[i]) 
} 
z <- as.matrix(z[z.keep, ]) 
zeros <- abs(kappa) <= 0.001 
if(any(zeros)) 
z[, zeros] <- exp(z[, zeros]) 
if(any(!zeros)) 
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z[, ! zeros] <- t((l + t(z[, ! zeros]) * 
kappa[!zeros])"(l/kappa[!zeros])) 
if(is.null(constant)) 
return(z) 
else return(t(t(z) - constant)) 
"f.bctransf.obj"<-
function(kappa, z.in = NULL, constant = rep(0, length(kappa))) 
{ 
# 
# Objective Function for Computing Box-Cox Transformation 
# 
if(is.null(z.in)) get("z", frame = 1) else { 
z <- z.in 
z <- as.matrix(z) 
z <- t(t(z) + constant) 
} 
kappa.length <- length(kappa) 
if(ncol(as.matrix(z))!=kappa.length) 
stop("Number of Variables and kappa do not 
match") 
z.original <- z 
z <- f.bctransf.fun(z, kappa) 
if(kappa.length == 1) { 
z.length <- length(z) 
z.svar <- (var(z) * (z.length - l))/z.length 
obj.value <- 0.5 * z.length * log(z.svar) -
((kappa - 1) * sum(log(z.original))) 
. } 
else { 
z.length <- nrow(z) 
z.svar <- (var(z) * (z.length - l))/z.length 
z.svar.det <- prod(eigen(z.svar)$values) 
obj.value <- 0.5 * z.length * log(z.svar.det) -
(crossprod((kappa - 1), 
crossprod(log(z.original), 
matrix(l, z.length, 1)))) 
} 
if(is.null(z.in)) 
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return(obj.value) 
else return( - obj.value) 
} 
"f.bctransf.plot"<-
function(z, consteint = NULL, size = 15, lower.end = -3, 
upper.end = 3, titile = nint = 10, retain.par = F) 
# 
# Plot The Box-Cox Transformation Coefficients 
# 
z <- as.matrix(z) 
z.dim <- ncol(z) 
if(!is.null(constant)) { 
if(length(constant)!=z.dim) 
stop("\nlength of constant does not 
match with dimension of z") 
z <- t(t(z) + constant) 
} 
if(z.dim > 2) { 
cat("\nrun Chi-square Q-Q plot") 
f.qq.plot(z, constant = constant, title = title) 
break 
} 
old.options <- options() 
options(keep = NULL) 
title.1 <- title.2 <- paste(title, 
"\nBox-Cox Transformation Likelihood Contour", 
sep = "") 
if(! retain.par) 
par(mfrow = c(l, 1), mar = c(4, 5, 4, 3)) 
if(z.dim == 1) { 
if(length(size)!=1) 
stop("\nlength of size does not match 
with dimension of z") 
if(length(lower.end)!=1) 
stop("\nlength of lower.end does not 
match with dimension of z") 
if(length(upper.end)!=1) 
stop("\nlength of upper.end does not 
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match with dimension of z") 
kappa <- seq(from = lower.end, to = upper,end, 
length = size) 
maxlik <- rep(NA, size) 
for(i in l:size) 
maxlik[i] <- f.bctransf.obj(kappa[i], z) 
plot(kappa, maxlik, type = "b", 
main = paste(title, 
"\nBox-Cox Transformation", sep = ""), 
xlab = "Kappa", 
ylab = "Likelihood Values") 
returndist(kappa = kappa, maxlik = maxlik)) 
} 
else { 
if(length(size) < 2) 
size <- c(size, size) 
if(length(lower.end) < 2) 
lower.end <- c(lower.end, lower.end) 
if(length(upper.end) < 2) 
upper.end <- c(upper.end, upper.end) 
kappa.1 <- seq(from = lower.end[l], 
to = upper.end[1], length = size[l]) 
kappa.2 <- seq(from = lower.end[2], 
to = upper.end[2], length = size[2]) 
maxlik <- matrix(NA, size[l], size[2]) 
for(i in l:size[l]) 
for(j in 1:size [2]) 
maxlik[i, j] <- f.bctransf.obj( 
c(kappa.l[i], 
kappa. 2 [j] ) , z) 
contour(kappa.1, kappa.2, maxlik, nint = nint, 
main = paste( title, 
"\nBox-Cox Transformation Likelihood 
Contour", sep = ""), 
xlab = "Kappa 1", ylab = "Kappa 2") 
return(list(kappa.1 = kappa.1, 
kappa.2 = kappa.2, maxlik = maxlik)) 
} 
on.exit(opt ions(old.opt ions)) 
} 
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"f.boot.bc.pct"<-
functionCtime.range, boot.setup, conf.level = c(0.1, 0.2), 
which.side = "two", auto.cut = F) 
{ 
# 
# Bootstrap Bias-Corrected Percentile Confidence Intervals of 
# Time-to-Failure Distribution 
# 
time.match <- match(format(time.range), 
format(boot.setup$time.range)) 
if(any(is.na(time.match))) 
stop("time.range needs within 
boot.setup$time.range") 
cdf.estimate <- conf.limit <- time.range.use <- NULL . 
limit.location <- bias.correct <- NULL 
for(i in time.match) { 
cdf.est <- as.numeric(format( 
boot.setup$cdf.est[i])) 
if(cdf.est == 0 && auto.cut) 
next 
if(cdf.est == 1 && auto.cut) 
break 
limit.length <- length(conf.level) * ifelse 
which.side == "two", 2, 1) 
cdf.sim <- as.numeric(format(scan( 
file = paste(boot.setup$ file.save, i, 
sep = "")))) 
if(any(cdf.sim ==0)) { 
if(auto.cut) 
next 
if(all(cdf.sim == 0)) { 
zeros <- seq(from = 0, by = 0, 
length = limit.length) 
cdf.estimate <- c(cdf.estimate, 
cdf.est) 
conf.limit <- rbind(conf.limit, 
zeros) 
time.range.use <- c( 
time.range.use. 
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time.range[i]) 
limit.location <- rbind( 
limit.location, zeros) 
bias.correct <- c(bias.correct, 0) 
next 
> 
} 
if(any(cdf.sim == 1)) { 
if(auto.cut) 
break 
if(all(cdf.sim == 1)) { 
ones <- seq(from = 1, by = 0, 
length = limit.length) 
cdf.estimate <- c(cdf.estimate, 
cdf.est) 
conf.limit <- rbind(conf.limit, 
ones) 
limit.location <- rbind( 
limit.location, 
limit.length * ones) 
time.range.use <- c( 
time.range.use, 
time.range[i]) 
bias.correct <- c(bias.correct, 0) 
next 
} 
} 
cdf.sim <- sort(cdf.sim) 
cdf.trials <- length(cdfsim) 
if(cdf.est == 0 I cdf.est == 1) 
zO <- 0 
else zO <- qnorm(mean(cdf.sim <= cdf.est)) 
if(which.side == "upper") 
limit.loc <- 1 + ceiling(cdf.trials * 
pnorm(2 * zO + qnorm(rev(l -
conf.level)))). 
else if(which.side == "lower") 
limit.loc <- floor(cdf.trials * pnorm(2 * 
zO + qnorm(conf.level))) 
else limit.loc <- c(floor(cdf.trials * pnorm(2 * 
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zO + qnonn(conf.level/2))), 
ceiling(cdf.trials * pnorm( 
2 * zO + qnorm(rev(l -
conf.level/2)))) + 1) 
conf.limit <- rbind(conf.limit, as.numeric( 
cdf.sim[limit.loc])) 
cdf.estimate <- c(cdf.estimate, cdf.est) 
time.range.use <- c(time.range.use, time.range[i]) 
limit.location <- rbind(limit.location, limit.loc) 
bias.correct <- c(bias.correct, zO) 
} 
return(list(conf.limit = conf.limit, 
time.range = time.range.use, 
conf.level = conf.level, 
which.side = which.side, 
cdf.est = cdf.estimate, 
method = "Bias-Corrected Percentile", 
limit.location = limit.location, 
bias.correct = bias.correct, 
auto.cut = auto.cut)) 
"f.boot.cdfwrite"<-
function(cdf.est, setup) 
# 
# Write Out Bootstrap Samples of Time-to-Failure Distribution 
# 
for(j in l:length(setup$time.range)) 
write(format(round(cdf.est[, j], 
digits = setup$digit)), append = T, 
file = paste(setup$file.save, j,sep = "")) 
} 
"f.boot .pct"<-
function(time.range, boot.setup, conf.level = c(0.1, 0.2), 
which.side = "two") 
# 
# Bootstrap Percentile Confidence Intervals of 
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# Time-to-Failure Distribution 
# 
time.match <- match(time.range, boot.setup$time.range) 
if(any(is.na(time.match))) 
stopC'time.range needs within 
boot.setup$time.range") 
conf.limit <- limit.location <- NULL 
for(i in time.match) { 
cdf.sim <- sort(as.niuneric(format(scêin( 
file = paste(boot.setup$file.save, i, 
sep = ""))))) 
cdf.trials <- length(cdf.sim) 
if(which.side == "upper") 
limit.loc <- ceiling(cdf.trials * rev(l -
conf.level)) + 1 
else if(which.side == "lower") 
limit.loc <- floor(cdf.trials * 
conf.level) 
else limit.loc <- c(floor((cdf.trials * 
conf.level)/2), ceiling( 
cdf.trials * rev(l -
conf.level/2)) + 1) 
conf.limit <- rbind(conf.limit, 
cdf.sim [limit.loc]) 
limit.location <- rbind(limit.location, limit.loc) 
} 
returndist (conf .limit = conf. limit, 
time.range = time.range, 
conf.level = conf.level, 
which.side = which.side, 
cdf.est = boot.setup$cdf.est[time.match], 
method = "Percentile", 
limit.location = limit.location)) 
} 
"f.boot.setup"<-
function(cdf.trials, file.save, time.range, estimates, data, model, 
cdf.estimate, loop = 10) 
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# Setup for Bootstrap Simulation of Estimating 
# Time-to-Failure Distribution 
# 
time.match <- match(time.range, cdf.estimâte$time.range) 
if(any(is.na(time.match))) 
cdf.est <- f.cdf.est(cdf.trials, time.range, 
estimates, model)$prob 
else cdf.est <- cdf.estimate$prob[time.match] 
return(list(cdf.trials = cdf.trials, 
file.save = file.save, time.range = time.range, 
estimates = estimates, data = data, 
model = model, cdf.est = cdf.est, 
digit = ceiling(loglO(cdf.trials)), 
loop = loop)) 
} 
"f.boot.sim"<-
functionO 
{ 
# 
# Bootstrap Simulation of Estimating Time-to-Failure Distribution 
# 
cdf.est <- matrix(NA, boot.setup$loop, 
length(bowt.setup$time.range)) 
for(i in 1:boot.setup$loop) { 
path.sim <- f.path.sim(boot.setup$estimate, 
boot.setup$data, boot.setup$model) 
si.est <- f.2s.stagel.est(path.sim, ] 
boot.setup$model, toi = 0.0001, 
sim = T) 
si.transf.est <- f.2s.stagel.transf.est(si.est, 
boot.setup$estiraate$kappa, 
boot.setup$estiamte$constant) 
s2.est <- f.2s.stage2.est(sl.transf.est) 
cdf.est[i, ] <- f.cdf.est(boot.setup$cdf.trials, 
boot.setup$time.range, 
s2.est, boot.setup$model)$prob 
} 
f.boot.cdfwrite(cdf.est, boot.setup) 
invisibleO 
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} 
"f .boxcox.trêinsf "<-
function(z, kappa = matrix(l, ncol(as.matrix(z)), 1), 
constant = NULL) 
# 
# Box-Cox Trnasfomation (Multivariate/Univariate) 
# 
z <- as.matrix(z) 
if(ncol(z)!=length(kappa)) 
stop("\nz and kappa do not matchXn") 
if(!is.null(constant)) { 
if(length(constant)!=ncol(z)) 
stop("\nconstant emd z do not match\n") 
else z <- t(t(z) + constant) 
} 
assign("z", z, frame = 1) 
est.coef <- nlmin(f.bctransf.obj, kappa)$x 
obj.value <- f.bctransf.obj(est.coef, z) 
return(list(coef = est.coef, max.lik.value = obj.value)) 
} 
"f.cdf.est"<-
function(cdf.trials, time.range, estimate, model, begin.end = c(0, 
le+100)) 
{ 
#• 
# Estimate Time-to-Failure Distribution 
# 
theta.dim <- length(estimate$theta.mean) 
beta <- estimate$theta.mean + f.var.to.std( 
estimate$theta.var) matrix(rnorm(theta.dim * 
cdf.trials), nrow = theta.dim) 
beta <- t(f.bctransf.inv(t(beta), estimate$kappa, 
constant = estimate$constant)) 
X <- model$f.inverse(beta) 
cdf.x <- c(begin.end[1], time.range, begin.end[2] * 
time.range[length(time.range)]) 
x.cut <- cut(x, cdf.x) 
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X.counts <- tabulate(x.cut, length(levels(x.cut))) 
x.cdf <- ctunsum(x.counts[ - length(x.counts)])/length(x) 
return(list(prob = x.cdf, time.range = time.range)) 
} 
"f.cdf.plot"<-
function(data, label) 
{ 
# 
# Plot Estimated F(t) with (or without) 
# Bootstrap Confidence Intervals 
# 
if(! is.null(data$conf.limit)) { 
conf.level <- (1 - data$conf.level) * 100 
if(data$which.side == "two") { 
if(length(conf.level >= 2)) 
Itype <- c(l, 2, 3, 3, 2) 
else Itype <- c(l, 2, 2) 
heading <- paste(" Two-Sided ", paste( 
conf.level, collapse = "), 
"'/, ", sep = "") 
} 
else { 
Itype <- c(l, 2, 3) 
heading <- paste(" One-Sided ", paste( 
conf. level, collapse = "*/, "), 
", sep = "") 
} 
matplot(data$time.range,'cbind(data$cdf.est, 
data$conf.limit), type = "1", 
Ity = Itype, main = paste(label$title, 
"\nEstimated F(t) with", heading, 
"Bootstrap ", data# 
method, " Confidence Intervals", 
sep = ""), xlab = label$time.unit, 
ylab = "probability") 
} 
else plot(data$time.range, data$prob, type = "1", 
Ity = 1, main = paste(label$title, 
"\nEastimated F(t)", sep = ""), xlab = 
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label$time.imit, ylab = "probability") 
} 
"f .chiqindist"<-
function(z) 
•c 
# 
# Compute Chi-square Quantiles and Squared Mahalanobis Distances 
# 
if(lis.matrixCz)) { 
z.qnorm <- qnorni(ppoints(length(z))).[order( 
order(z))] 
return(list(distemce = z, quantile = z.qnorm, 
df = 0)) 
break 
} 
z.length <- nrow(z) 
z.dimension <- ncol(z) 
szz <- (t(z) (diagCz.length) - matrix(l, z.length, 
z.length)/z.length) */,*'/, z)/(z.length - 1) 
z.mean <- as.vector(crossprod(z, matrix(l, z.length, 1))/ 
z.length) 
mdist2 <- diag((t(t(z) - z.mean) solve(szz) 
(t(z) - z.mean))) 
p.mdist2 <- ppoints(length(mdist2)) 
chiqtl <- qchisq(p.mdist2, z.dimension)[order(order( 
mdist2))] 
return(list(distance = mdist2, quantile = chiqtl, 
df = z.dimension)) 
} 
"f.data.fit"<-
function(data, select = 1, path.function = NULL, start.value = 
NULL, toi = le-05, no.intercept = F, no.slope = F, 
transf.x = 1, transf.y = 1,transform = F, kappa = NULL, 
title = "", xlab = NULL, ylab = NULL) 
# 
# Non-/Linear Model Fitting of Single or Group Path Data 
# With Numerical And Graphical Output 
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if(lis.matrix(data) && lis.list(data)) 
stop("\ndata must be either a matrix of 
X-, y-columns or a list \n") 
if(min(select) < 1) 
stop("\nSmallest value in select must be >= l\n") 
if (is.nulKpath.function) && (no .intercept & no.slope)) 
stopC'Can't fit a linear model without intercept 
and slope\n") 
if(lis.null(path.function)) { 
if(I is.function(path.function)) 
stop("\npath.function must be an existing 
function\n") 
if(is.null(start.value)) 
stop("\nstarting values start.value must 
be given\n") 
} 
unit.n <- length(select) 
if(is.matrix(data)) 
y.columns <- ncol(data) - 1 
else y.columns <- ncol(data$data.matrix) 
if(unit.n > y.columns) 
stop("\nLength of select is more than y-columns 
in data\n") 
if(max(select) > y.columns) 
stop("\nLargest value of select points to 
nonexisting y-column\n") 
if(is.matrix(data)) { 
XX <- data[, 1] 
yy <- data[, select + 1] 
} 
else { 
XX <- data$time.range 
yy <- data$data.matrix[, select] 
} 
if(unit.n == 1) 
yy <- as.matrix(yy) 
if(any(xx <= 0) ftft transf.x == 0) 
stop("\nLog scale on not all positive x-values\n") 
if(any(xx < 0) && I is.integer(transf.x)) 
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stop("\nNon-integer power on not all non-negative 
x-values\n") 
if(any(yy[!is.na(yy)] <= 0) && transf.y == 0) 
stop("\nLog scale on not all positive y-values\n") 
if(any(yy[!is.na(yy)] < 0) && ! is.integer(transf.x)) 
stop("\nNon-integer power on not all non-negative 
y-values\n") 
if(transf.X == 0) 
XX <- log(xx) 
else XX <- xx'transf.x 
.if(is.list(data)) { 
title <- data$title 
heading <- data$title 
xlab <- data$tinie.unit 
ylab <- data$measure.unit 
} 
else heading <- "" 
if(is.null(path.function)) 
title <- paste(title. 
Diagnosis of Linear Model Fitting", 
sep = "") 
else title <- paste(title, 
Diagnosis of Non-Linear Model Fitting", 
sep = "") 
if(is.null(path.function)) { 
if(no.intercept I no.slope) 
beta.dim <- 1 
else beta.dim <- 2 
> 
else { 
beta.dim <- length(start.value) 
assign("f.function", path.function, frame = 1) 
} 
beta <- matrix(NA, unit.n, beta.dim) 
var.beta <- matrix(NA, beta.dim * unit.n, beta.dim) 
var.error <- df <- rep(NA, unit.n) 
for(i in 1:unit.n) { 
y <- yyC. i] 
y <- y[!is.na(y)] 
if(transf.y == 0) 
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y <- log(y) 
else y <- y'transf.y 
y.length <- length(y) 
X <- XX[1:y.length] 
if(is.null(path.function)) { 
if(no.intercept) 
X.matrix <- as.matrix(x) 
else if(no.slope) 
X.matrix <- matrix(l, y.length, 1) 
else X.matrix <- cbind(l, x) 
xx.inv <- solve(t(x.matrix) */,*'/, x.matrix) 
b <- xx.inv (t(x.matrix) 
as.matrix(y)) 
y.fit <- X.matrix b 
} 
else { 
assignC'x", x, frame = 1) 
assignC'y", y, frame = 1) 
b <- nlmin(f.data.fit.obj, start.value, 
rfc.tol = toi, xc.tol = toi, 
xf.tol = tol)$x 
y.fit <- path.function(x, b) 
xx.inv <- 2 * solve(hessian( 
f.data.fit.obj, b)) 
} 
residual <- y - y.fit 
df.e <- y.length - beta.dim 
var.e <- sum(residual"2)/df.e 
var.b <- var.e * xx.inv 
if(unit.n == 1) { 
if(transf.x == 0) 
X <- exp(x) 
else X <- x"(1/transf.x) 
if(transf.y == 0) { 
y <- exp(y) 
y.fit <- exp(y.fit) 
} 
else { 
y <- y"(l/transf.y) 
y.fit <- y.fit"(1/transf.y) 
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} 
std.residual <- residual/sqrt(var.e) 
if(is.null(xlab)) 
xlab <- "x values" 
if(is.null(ylab)) 
ylab <- "y values" 
par(mfrow = c(2, 2), mar = c(4, 5, 5, 3)) 
mtext(title, side = 3, outer = T, 
line = -1, cex =1.5) 
matplot(x, cbind(y, y.fit), type = "bb", 
pch = "xo", Ity = c(l, 1), 
main = "\nData Plot with fitted 
values", 
xlab = xlab, ylab = ylab, 
xaxs = "e", yaxs = "e") 
mtext("\nx - original observation, 
o - fitted value", side = 4) 
plot(x, std.residual, 
main = "\nResidual Plot", 
xlab =xlab, 
ylab = "Standardized Residuals", 
xaxs = "e", yaxs = "e") 
abline(h = 0) 
qqnorm(residual, 
main = "\nNormal Quantile Plot", 
ylab = "Residuals", 
xaxs = !'e", yaxs = "e") 
residual.acf <- acf(residual, 
type = "correlation", 
plot = F) 
f.acf.plot(residual.acf, retain.par = T, 
heading = "\nResiduals ACF with 
approx. 90% conf. limits") 
return(list(beta = as.vector(b), 
var.beta = var.b, 
std.error = sqrt(var.e), 
df = y.length - beta.dim)) 
break 
} 
beta[i, ] <- b 
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j <- 1 + (i - 1) * beta.dim 
jj <- j + (beta.dim - 1) 
var.betaCj:jj, ] <- var.b 
var.error[i] <- var.e 
df[i] <- df.e 
} 
si.est <- list(beta = beta, var.beta = var.beta, 
var.error = var.error,df = df, unit.n = unit.n) 
s2.est <- f.2s.stage2.est(sl.est) 
twostage <- list(theta.mean = s2.est$theta.mean, 
theta.var = s2.est$theta.var, 
std.error = sqrt(s2.est$error.var)) 
beta.dim <- ncol(as.matrix(beta)) 
if(!transform ftft is.null(kappa)) { 
if(beta.dim <= 2) { 
par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4, 5, 5, 3)) 
mtext(title, side = 3, outer = T, 
line = -1, cex = 1.5) 
if(beta.dim == 1) 
plot(select, beta, type = "h", 
main = 
"\nPlot of Estimates", 
xlab = "Selected Paths", 
ylab = "Estimated beta", 
yaxs = "e") 
else plot(beta, main = 
"\nPlot of Estimates", 
xlab = "Estimated beta 1" 
ylab = "Estimated beta 2" 
xaxs = "e", yaxs ="e") 
f.qq.plot(beta, ylab = "Estimated beta") 
} 
else { 
par(mfrow = c(l, 1)) 
ratext(title, side = 3, outer = T, 
line = -1, cex = 1.5) 
f.qq.plot(beta) 
} 
return(twostage) 
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break 
} 
else { 
if(lis.null(kappa) && length(kappa)!=beta.dim) { 
cat("\nWrong length of kappa, 
transformation work stopped\n") 
return(twostage) 
break 
} 
if(is.null(kappa)) 
kappa <- round( 
f.boxcox.transf(beta)$coef, digits = 3) 
if(beta.dim == 1) { 
par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4, 5, 5, 3)) 
mtext(title, side = 3, outer = T, 
line = -1, cex = 1.5) 
matplot(select, cbind(beta, 
f.bctransf.fun(beta, kappa)), 
pch = "UT", main = 
"\nPlot of Estimates", 
xlab = "Selected paths", 
ylab = "Estimated beta 
(Untransformed - U)", 
yaxs = "e") 
axis(side = 4, yaxs = "e") 
mtext("Estimated beta (Transformed - T)", 
side = 4, line = 3) 
f .qq.plot (beta, kappa., ylab = 
"Estimated beta", retain.par = T) 
} 
if(beta.dim == 2) { 
par(mfrow = c(2, 2), mar = c(4, 5, 5, 3)) 
mtext(title, side = 3, outer = T, 
line = -1, cex = 1.5) 
plot(beta, main = "\nPlot of Estimates", 
xlab ="Estimated beta 1", 
ylab = "Estimated beta 2", 
xaxs = "e", yaxs = "e") 
plot(f.bctransf.fun(beta, kappa), main = 
"\nPlot of Transformed Estimates", 
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xlab ="Estimated beta 1", 
ylab = "Estimated beta 2 " ,  
xaxs = "e", yaxs = "e") 
f.bctransf.plot(beta, kappa, 
retain.par = T) 
f.qq.plot(beta, kappa, retain.par = T) 
} 
if(beta.dim >= 3) { 
par(mfroH = c(l, 1), mar = c(4, 5, 5, 3)) 
f.qq.plot(beta, kappa, heading = heading) 
} 
s2.est.transf <- f.2s.stage2.est( 
f.2s.stagel.transf.est(si.est, kappa)) 
twostage.transf <- list(theta.mean.= 
s2.est.transf$theta.mean, 
theta.var = s2.est.transf$theta.var, 
std.error = sqrt(s2.est.transf$error.var), 
kappa = s2.est.transf$kappa 
) 
return(twostage.transf) 
} 
} 
"f.data.fit.obj"<-
function(b) 
{ 
# 
# Objection Function of Degradation Model 
# Called in Stage 1 Estimation 
#. • 
get("y", frame =1) 
getC'x", frame = 1) 
get("f.function", frame =1) 
if(!is.function(f.function)) 
stop("f.function must be function") 
residual <- y - f.function(x, b) 
return(sum(residual"2)) 
} 
"f.data.input"<-
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function(data.file, unit.n, time.range, deg.level, title = NULL, 
measure.unit = NULL, time.unit = NULL) 
# 
# Input Degradation Measure Path Data and Relevant Information 
# 
data.matrix <- matrix(scan(data.file), ncol = unit.n, 
byrow = T) 
return(list(data.matrix = data.matrix, time.range = 
time.range, unit.n = unit.n, deg.level = 
deg.level, title = title, measure.unit = 
measure.unit, time.unit = time.unit, 
start.value = NULL)) 
} 
"f.data.plot"<-
function(data, select = 1:ncol(data$data.matrix), transf.x = 1, 
transf.y = 1, linear.fit = F) 
{ 
# 
# Plot Degradation Measure Path Data 
# 
X <- data$time.range 
deg.level <- data$deg.level 
if(is.null(select)) 
y <- data$data.matrix 
else y <- data$data.matrix[, select] 
if(transf.x == 0) { 
if(any(x <= 0)) 
stop("data$time.range contains values < 
or = 0") 
X <- log(x) 
xname <- paste(data$time.unit, 
"in log transformation") 
} 
else { 
if(transf.x!=l) { 
X <- xTtransf.x 
xname <- paste(data$time.unit, "in ", 
transf.x, " transformation") 
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else xname <- data$time.\uiit 
} 
if(transf.y == 0) { 
if(any(y[!is.na(y)] <= 0)) 
stop("data$data.matrix contains values 
< or = 0") 
y <- log(y) 
deg.level <- log(deg.level) 
yname <- paste(data$measvire.unit, 
"with log transformation") 
} 
else { 
if(transf.y!=l) { 
if(is.vector(y)) 
y <- y'transf.y 
else y <- t(t(y)"transf.y) 
deg.level <- deg.level"transf.y 
yname <- paste(data$measure.unit, "with ", 
transf.y, " power transformation") 
} 
else yname <- data$measure.unit 
} 
if(is.null(data$start.value)) 
heading <- paste(data$title, 
"\nOriginal Sample Data", sep = "") 
else heading <- paste(data$title, 
"\nSimulated Sample Data", sep = "") 
big.than.9 <- select > 9 
select[big.than.9] <- letters[select[big.than.9] - 9] 
ppch <- paste(select, collapse = "") 
Itype <- seq(from = 1, by = 0, length = length(ppch)) 
if(is.matrix(y)) 
matplot(x, y, type = "b", Ity = Itype, pch = ppch, 
main = heading, xlab = xname, 
ylab = yname, yaxs = "e") 
else plot(x, y, type = "b", Ity =,Itype, pch = ppch, 
main = heading, xlab = xname, 
ylab = yname, yaxs = "e") 
abline(h = deg.level) 
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abline(v = x[length(x)]) 
mtext(side = 4) pasteC'l, 2, 9, a, b, ... represent 
path number\n", 
"Critical Degradation Level: ", data$deg.level, 
" Last Inspection: x[length(x)], sep = "")) 
if(length(select) == 1 && linear.fit == T) 
abline(lsfit(x, y)) 
invisible 0 
} 
"f.invert"<-
function(a, toi = le-05) 
{ 
# 
# Invert a matrix using 'qr' (a modified version of 'solve') 
# 
a <- qr(a, toi = toi) 
if(a$rank < ncol(a$qr)) 
Stop("apparently singular matrix") 
b <- a$qr 
db <- dim(b) 
if(diff(db)) 
stop("matrix inverse only for square matrices") 
b[] <- rep(c(l, rep(0, db[l])), length = prod(db)) 
qr.coef(a, b) 
} 
"f.iterate"<-
function(step, what = "f.boot.sim", counter = "boot.counter", 
wait = F) 
{ 
# 
# Modified Iterate Function for Bootstrap Simulation 
# 
start <- if(exists(counter)) get(counter) else 1 
step <- seq(length = step, from = start) 
cmd <- character(length(step)) 
cmd[] <- paste("f.onestep(", what, counter)", sep = " 
file <- tempfile("Iter") 
cat(paste(counter, stepCl]), cmd, 
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paste("invisible(unlink(\"", file, 
Sep = ""), file = file, sep = "\n") 
unix(paste("cp .Data/.First.iter .Data/.First"), 
output = F) 
if(wait) 
unix(paste("Splus <", file), output = F) 
else { 
Unix(paste("nohup Splus > iterate.o <", file, 
"2>&1 &"), output = F) 
cat("\nrunning f.terate script as background S 
process\n") 
} 
invisible(get(counter)) 
"f.model.input"<-
function(f.function = NULL, f.response = NULL, f.simulate = NULL, 
f.inverse = NULL, f.start = NULL, beta.dim = NULL) 
{ 
return(list(f.function = f.function, f.response = 
f.response, f.simulate = f.simulate, f.inverse = 
f.inverse, f.start = f.start, beta.dim = 
beta.dim)) 
"f.nng.var"<-
function(ma, mb) 
{ 
# 
# Compute Non-Negative Definite Variance 
# 
p <- sqrt(length(ma)) 
if(p == 1) { 
return(max(ma - mb, 0)) 
break 
} 
e <- eigen(ma - mb) 
if(all(e$val >=0)) { 
return(ma - mb) 
break 
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} 
else if(all(e$val <= 0)) { 
retvirn(matrix (0, p, p)) 
break 
} 
eb <- eigen(mb) 
if(all(eb$val >0)) 
c <- eb$vec diag(l/sqrt(eb$val)) t(eb$vec) 
else { 
return(ma) 
break 
} 
e <- eigen(c '/,**/, ma c) 
gma <- solve(c) */,*'/, e$vec 
if(all(e$val >= 1)) 
mab <- gma %*% diag(e$val - 1) t (gma) 
else { 
if(all(e$val < 1)) 
mab <- 0 
else { 
1 <- e$val[e$val >= 1] 
nl <- length(l) 
if(nl == 1) 
mab <- (gma[, 1] * (1 - 1)) %o% 
gma[, 1] 
else mab <- gma[, l:nl] diag(l - 1) 
t(gma[, l:nl]) 
} 
} 
return(mab) 
"f.onestep"<-
function(what, counter) 
{ 
# 
'# Qnestep Function Called by f.iterate 
# 
count.name <- deparse(substitute(counter)) 
if(! exists(count.name)) 
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n <- 1 
else n <- as.numeric(counter) 
on.exit(assign(count.name, n + 1, w = .Search.list[1])) 
whatO 
invisible(n) 
"f.path.sim"<-
function(estimate, data, model) 
# . 
# Simulate Degradation Sample Paths 
# 
theta.length <- length(estimate$theta.mean) 
beta <- estimate$theta.mean + f.var.to.std( 
estimate$theta.var) 
matrix(morm(theta.length * data$unit .n), 
nrow = theta.length) 
beta <- start.value <- t(f .bctreaisf.inv(t(beta), 
estimate$kappa, estimate$constant)) 
unit.n <- ncol(beta) 
time.range <- data$time.range 
time.length <- length(time.range) 
y.sim <- model$f.simulate((model$f.function(time.range, 
beta) + sqrt(estimate$error.var) * 
matrix(morm(time.length * unit.n), nrow 
= time.length))) 
for(i in l:unit.n) { 
for(j in 1:time.length) { 
if(y.sim[j, i] < data$deg.level) 
next 
else { 
if(j == time.length) 
else { 
break 
y.sim[(j + 1): time.length, 
i] <- NA 
break 
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> 
} 
retiirn(list(data.matrix = y.sim, time.range = time.range, 
unit.n = unit.n, time.unit = data$time.unit, 
start.value = start.value)) 
} 
"f.qq.plot"<-
function(z, kappa = NULL, constant = NULL, title = 
ylab = NULL, retain.par = F) 
{ 
# 
# Q-Q Plot for Multivariate Normality — Chi-Square Q-Q Plot 
# Univariate Normality — Normal Quantile Plot 
# 
z <- as.matrix(z) 
z.dim <- ncol(z) 
if(!is.null(constant)) { 
if(length(constant)!=z.dim) 
stop 
z <- t(t(z) + constant) 
} 
if(z.dim == 1) { 
title <- paste(title, "\nNormal Quantile Plot", 
sep = "") 
if(is.null(ylab)) 
ylab <- "Input Values" 
if(is.null(kappa)) 
invisible(qqnorm<z, main = title, 
ylab = ylab, yaxs = "e")) 
else { 
if(length(kappa)!=1) 
stop("\nkappa should be a 
scalar\n") 
if(Iretain.par) 
par(mfrow = c(l, 1), 
mar = c(4, 5, 4,3)) 
qqnorm(z, pch = "x", main = paste(title, 
" — Box-Cox Transformation: ", 
format(round(kappa, digits =3)), 
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sep = ylab = paste( 
ylab, "(Untransfomed - x)"), 
yaxs = "e") 
par(new = T) 
qqnorni(f .bctransf .fun(z, kappa) , 
pch = "o", xlab = 
ylab = "", xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", 
yaxs = "e") 
axis(side = 4) 
mtext(side = 4, line = 3, paste(ylab, 
"(Transformed - o)").) 
} 
} 
else { 
title <- paste(title, "\nChi-Square Q-Q Plot", 
sep = "") 
xlab <- paste("Quantiles of Chi-Square (", z.dim, 
" degrees of freedom)", sep = "") 
ylab <- "Squared Mahalanobis Distances" 
if(is.null(kappa)) { 
cm <- f.chiqmdist(z) 
plot(cm$quantile, cm$distance, 
main = title, xlab = xlab, 
ylab = ylab, yaxs = "e") 
} 
else { 
if(length(kappa)!=ncol(z)) 
stop("length of kappa does match 
with input matrix") 
cm.before <- î.chiqmdist(z) 
cm.after <- f.chiqmdist(f.bctransf.fun(z, 
kappa)) 
if(retain.par) { 
title <- paste(title, 
" BC Transf: (", paste( 
format(round(kappa, 
digits = 3)), 
collapse = ", "), ")", 
sep = "") 
ylab.b <- "(Before transf. - x)" 
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ylab.a <- "(After transf. - o)" 
} 
else {. 
par(infrow = c(l, 1), mar = 
c(4. 5. 4. 3)) 
title <- paste(title, 
" — Box-Cox 
Transformation: (", 
paste(format(round(kappa, 
digits = 3)), 
collapse = 
sep = "") 
ylab.b <- "(Before Transformation 
- x)" 
ylab.a <- "(After Transformation 
- o)" 
} 
plot(cm.before$quantile, 
cm.before$distance, pch = "x", 
main = title, xlab = xlab, 
ylab = paste(ylab, 
ylab.b), yaxs = "e") 
par(new = T) 
plot(cm.after$quantile, cm.after$distance, 
pch = "o", xlab = ylab = 
xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", 
yaxs = "e") 
axis(side =4) 
mtext(side = 4, line = 3, paste(ylab, 
ylab.a)) 
} 
} 
} 
"f.var.to.std"<-
function(var) 
{ 
# 
# Compute Standard Deviation from Variance-Covariance 
# 
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p <- sqrt(length(var)) 
if(p == 1) { 
return(sqrt(var)) 
break 
} 
e <- eigen(var) 
if(all(e$val >0)) 
return(e$vec diag(sqrt(e$val)) '/,**/, t(e$vec)) 
else { 
1 <- e$val[e$val > 0] 
nl <- length(l) 
if(nl ==1) 
return((e$vec[, 1] * sqrt(l)) %o% 
e$vec[, 1]) 
else return(e$vecC, l:nl] diag(sqrt(1) ) 
t(e$vec[, l:nl])) 
} 
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FIGURES 
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Figure 1: Fatigue Crack Growth Data: Original Sample — path number: 1,2, • • •, 9, 
a, b, •••, critical degradation level: 1.6 in., last inspection: 0.12 million 
cycles 
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Figure 2: Fatigue Crack Grpwth Data With Log Transformation: Original Sample 
— path number: 1,2,•••,9, a, b, •••, critical degradation level: 1.6 in., 
last inspection: 0.12 million cycles 
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Fatigue Crack Growth Data: Original Sample Paths 1,5,10,15,21 — path 
number: 1,5, a, f, 1, critical degradation level: 1.6 in., last inspection: 
0.12 million cycles 
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Figure 4: Fatigue Crack Growth Data: Original Sample Path 10 — path number: 
a, critical degradation level: 1.6 in., last inspection: 0.12 million cycles 
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Figure 5: Diagnosis of Linear Model Fitting: Path 10 
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Figure 6: Diagnosis of Linear Model Fitting: Paths 1,5,10,15,21 
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Figure 7: Diagnosis of Nonlinear Model Fitting: Path 10 
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Figure 8: Diagnosis of Nonlinear Model Fitting; Paths 1,5,10,15,21 
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Figure 9: Diagnosis of Nonlinear Model Fitting: Paths 1 to 21 
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Figure 10: Diagnosis of Nonlinear Model Fitting: Paths 1 to 21 (With Box-Cox 
Transformation ) 
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Figure 11: Box-Cox Transformation Likelihood Contour: Stage 1 Estimates — x: 
before transformation, o: after transformation 
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Figure 12: Chi-Square Q-Q Plot for Box-Cox Transformation: (0.5, 2) — x: before 
transformation, o: after transformation 
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Figure 13: Estimated F j < ( t )  
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Figure 14: Estimated With Two-Sided 90% and 80% Bootstrap Percentile 
Confidence Intervals 
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Figure 15: Estimated Fj>{t) With Two-Sided 90% 80% Bootstrap Bias-Corrected 
Percentile Confidence Intervals 
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Figure 16: Comparison of Degradation and Failure Time Analysis — solid line: 
degradation analysis estimate, dot line: normal failure time analysis es­
timate, dot: nonparametric estimate 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
In this work we have given a general parametric method of using degradation 
measures to assess product reliability, in terms of estimating time-to-failure distribu­
tion Fj<(t) and setting confidence intervals. A parametric degradation path model 
for describing the degradation phenomenon is built upon the physical knowledge and 
material characteristics from the experimenters and engineers. We describe and use 
the two-stage method to estimate the degradation path model parameters. We also 
illustrate the important process of selecting a path model and examining the model 
assumptions. When the degradation path model is not simple enough to have a 
closed form expression for the time-to-failure distribution we estimate Fji{t) 
by Monte Carlo simulation. We show the use of bootstrap methods to set confidence 
intervals for the time-to-failure distribution. 
Then, by assuming a simple, but physically reasonable, degradation model, we 
make a comparison between degradation and failure time reliability analysis. This 
comparison is made in terms of the asymptotic variances of an estimated p quantile of 
the time-to-failure distribution. As we found, it is difficult to obtain the closed form 
expression of the variance of an estimated quantile in the degradation analysis, even 
for such a simple path model. Thus we give numerical evaluations for the comparison. 
From the comparison, we find that although the measurement error in degradation 
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analysis can lead to loss of precision, degradation analysis generally performs better 
than the failure time analysis. As long as the number of inspections is large enough, 
measurement error variability can be compensated for and the degradation analysis 
will out-perform failure time analysis. The results also show particularly better per­
formance for degradation analysis in estimating the time-to-failure distribution for 
times beyond the end of the test. 
Finally, we illustrate, by example, the steps needed to use a two-stage estimation 
method along with Monte Carlo simulation to estimate .of the time-to-failure distri­
bution and to obtain bootstrap pointwise confidence intervals. The importance of 
examining data, model selection, and checking the assumption of the random-effect 
model parameters is also illustrated in Part III. The computer routines, however, can 
also be used to analyze degradation from a larger class of models. 
We summarize the possible future work as follows 
• Parameterize stress levels into a more general degradation path model for ac­
celerated tests. 
• Extend the general degradation path model to include differential equations 
(perhaps without closed form solution) as path functions. 
• Allow the critical degradation level to depend on time and/or the unit. 
• Allow for non-uniformly in measurement error. 
• Allow the dynamic inspection times, e.g., inspection times that depend on the 
amount of degradation up to the previous inspection. 
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Allow for catastrophic type failures (e.g., from sudden, jumps) in the degradation 
path model. 
Develop optimal designs for the allocation of inspection times and number of 
inspections as a function of the path models. 
Investigate the sensitivity of the degradation analysis, in terms of the estimation 
of failure time distribution, to deviations from model assumption. 
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